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who have stood by us in fortune and adversity,
laughing with us when we were joyful,
and cheering us when things went wrong;
whose sympathy and prayers
have kept us unfailingly in the path of Duty,
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We can hand you,
Clemson, rve will give rvith joy,
Honors greater,
Alma Mater,
Than We wish you Would enjoy;
Why we love you
Those above you
Will this reason always give,
Thou hast loved us
And hast shoved us
Where rve all will love to live.
Halls of Spirit,
Calls of Spirit,
And the yells burst forth anew;
Glories greater,
Alma Mater,
None could ever wish for you.
College manners
Are real banners
And rve note, rvith rare delight.
That in the breezes
C. A. C's. is
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Here's the guy that caught
the "Little Bird." He doesn't
know the meaning of the word
"Stop!" although tales to the
contrary have been circulated
As a letter writer he is unsur-
passed—references: see "That
Dirty Fant Boy."
"Alex" is a jolly good fel-
low, and the college honors be-
stowed upon him are merely in-
dications of the esteem and re-
spect that his fellow students
have for him. "The City of
Seven Hills" is patiently await-
ing the return of this man who
does things.
Corporal, Sergeant, Lieuten-
ant, Captain, and Commissary.
President Class '12, '13;
Vice-President Class '11; Co-
operative Committee 12, 13;
Assistant Manager Baseball
Team '12; Manager Baseball
Team '13; Scrub Football '09,
'10; Captain Class Football
Team '11, '12; Class Football
'10; Vice-President Athletic
Association; Athletic Council
'12, '13; Cheer Leader '12;
Business Manager Taps; Y.
M. C. A.; Agricultural So-
ciety; Chief Marshal Com-
mencement '12.
"Straight"
'Lead me lo it"
Chester
when this abbreviated, one-
hundred-pound monster arrived
at Clemson, the question natur-
ally arose "How d :d it get
loo:e?" However, as time has
"fugited," we have found that
he had his teeth, and could talk
as plainly as the rest of us. For
a while those "spy-glasses set
up on sticks" attracted him, but
he soon decided that they were
too heavy to carry. His veter-
inary training will land him a
job in some philanthropist's
cat hospital.
Sergeant.
Vice - President, Record'ng




'The greatest pleasure of life is love'
Abiseville
"Ida" oi-"Gyp" is very fond
of hunting. Once, when on a
hunt, he tracked a "Tiger to
its lair, among a vast assem-
blage of buddings. Being tired,
he rested, to get his game next
day. However, he was arrested
for hunting on the Reservat on.
and be ng arraigned before the
Chief of the Tribe he was sen-
tenced five years for the offenre.
This was in 1908: now he's
proud to say that 1913 will see
him marching, with his "dip."
to make Mount Pleasant the
"Garden Spot of the World."
Y. M. C. A.: Agricultural
Socielv.
"Bull
'Size is not everyihing'
Charleston
When DlNGLE decided to
give the world his services, he
chose Clemson as the first un-
lucky place to be startled. He
has tried hard, but no one takes
him seriously, became he imi-
tates "Judge," "Pucf{," and
"Life." His military genius
never blossomed, but his liter-
ary talent is fully recognized.
As a pigskin warrior, size, or
rather lack of it, was his only
drawback. We hope some day




Scrub Football. '11, '12;
Class Football '11. '12; An-
nual and Tiger Staff; Treas-
urer Palmetto Literary Society;
Aoricultural Society; Y. M.
C. A.
'Laugh, and the r»orld laughs rvilh you"
'Bull"
Calhoun
"Joe" is an ardent advocate
of the present military system,
brought about by the New
Regime. He always keeps in
•nind the maxim of "Hobo,
and never hesitates to "bear
down." He is always on the
job. and his strict sense of honor
and duty will bring him success
:
.n his future life.
ergeant,
Scrub Football. '10. "11. '12;
Track Squad, Class Track, '10;
Senior Dancing Club.
7 rvill rvrile mine ov>n epitaph;
'Head: up !' is good enough for me
'Hobp'
Charleston
Milton is a quiet, good-
natured guy, with a strong lik-
ing for rest. When there is any
work to be done, he is always
ready to help—get someone else
to do it. His specialty is fool-
ing the professors into think'ng
he knows a lot. His electrical
dreams, if accomplished, would
make this earth a heaven. we
predict for him a great future
as manager of the Courtenay
telephone system.
Sergeant, Lieutenant.
A. I. E. E.; Senior Dancing
Club.
'Electrical"
"A beautiful face is a silent commendation'
Greenville
"Roy," "Slim Jim," and
"Fatty" are a few of his
handles. After several years'
preparatory training at S. C. C.
I. University (?), "Grub" en-
tered Fresh at Clemson. From
the very outset his native abil-
ity was apparent. At the store
he ate everybody "under the
table. In fact, he ate so much
that upon coming out again into
the cooler air he invariably go'
"Chilly." Although enjoying
the Senior privileges of the
campus, "Roy" spends his
nights in hard studv in his room.
Corporal, Color - Sergeant,
Captain.
Y. M. C. A.; Senior Danc-
ng Club; A. I. E. E.
"Electrical" Lancaster
He came from Liberty, sadly
and sorrowfully, but fully set-
tled on overcoming that "13"
jinx. Thinking the road of the
"Weary Will es" the easiest, he
joined the "hoboes," and has
since been a qu et, unpretentious
member of that clan. "Jesse"
does not include in his military
catalog, reveille, for he holds
that a lieutenant deserves some
privileges. Football interested
him, but the faculty decided his
life was too valuable to be
risked. He is determined to be-




arsity Football '12; Class
Football 11; Vice-President,
Critic, Recording Secretary
Palmetto Literary Society; Y.
M. C. A.
'Hobo"
'Shall we that nature blind.
Checked her hand and changed her mind.
Just when she had exactly wrought
A finished pattern without fault?"
Pickens
"Hobby," after trying his
fate at B. S. H. S. and Wof-
ford—where he studied for the
ministry—came to Clemson. His
miliary aspirations are high;
he once held a "P. D.," and
never cut reveille. His favorite
pa time is go'ng to church on
Sunday. "Hobby" never wor-
ries, but when there is work to
be done he always manages to
escape unharmed. We predict
for this man a great future in
his chosen profession, and the
"City of Success" will some
day be proud of her son.
Sergeant.
Advertising Manager Taps;
Secretary A. I. E. E.; Y. M.
C. A.
"I lectrical"
'He never gets up to see,
If there is any reveille"
Spartanburg
"BousiE," who hals from
(he "City by the Sea"—and
well may she be proud of him
—
came to Clemson in the fall of
09. He cast his lot with t'e
Chemists, and has shewn by his
work to be a man of ability and
intellect. He is very military, as
the length of the steps along the
walk to the Postoffice will show,
and if he doesn't become the
Superintendent of a Chinese




Palmetto L terary Society;
Agricultural Society: ^. M. C.
A. Cabinet; Senior Dancng
Club.
"Test-Tube"
'W7ien / ope' my mouth, lei no dog barlf
Charleston
/jr^&t-tf,;^ f)+-^-cA^-
"Bowser" hails from the
sandhills, Kershaw being the
particular hill which he calls
home. He amuses himself by
engaging in all forms of gym-
nastics, including the flinging of
ink on sheets of paper, whic'i
last he calls letter-writing. H s
most prominent characteristic is
his laughter, which may be
heard from the barracks to the
Horticultural Grounds. When
not otherwise engaged, he
spends his time in Greenville.
Although he has some gloomy
days, we feel sure that the fu-




Capta n and Chief Acrobat
Gymnasium Team; Literary,
Prosecuting, and Reporting
Critic, Censor, Chaplain Pal-
metto Literary Society; Y. M.
C. A.; Agricultural Society;
Glee Club.
Test-tube'
"Hang sorrow; care will faill a cat;
And therefore let's be merry"
Kershaw
Twas a big, clear-eyed youth
of sixteen that left the swamps
of Blackville, in 1909, to enter
Clemson, and find another use
for the rwamps than as a place
in which to hunt. He took
the right track when he de-
cided on Agriculture, and in-
tends to return to h:s native
haunts to tell the inhabitants
how to make two blades of gra r s
grow where the bullfrog for-
merly reigned supreme.
Corporal, Color - Sergeant.
Captain.
Critic Calhoun Literary So-
ciety; Agricultural Society;
Y. M. C. A.
'Lei me drill my company—/ don't care for pie'
'Bull' Barnwell
"Ben," or "Toots," as some
call him, is a big blushing boy
from McCormick, and is almosl
the most modest young man in
the class. "Ben" couldn't be
induced to walk through one of
the big department stores :n At-
lanta—so you see he must be a
modest youth. 'Tis said that
he is "coming out," though; and
now boasts of a few admirers in
that wild mounta n city, West
minster, where people are sti
in the barbaric state. Everyone
knows this boy, because great




Team '12; Varsity Football
0, '11; Captain Class Foot-
ball Team '09; Class Football
'07, '08; Tiger Staff; A. I.
E. E.
"Electrical'
'A big, burly, blushing boy'
Abbeville
"Ye gods, but annihilate
time, and make two morta
happy," and we know "Pete"
is near. He came to Clemson
five years ago, but fondness for
"trig" and unlucky numbers
caused him to cast his lot with
the Class of '13. Seldom
speaking, "Pete" seldom fails
to say something when he does.
Dancing, pretty ladies, and
poetry are weaknesse? ; and we
predict a career as a society
butterfly.
Sergeant.
\ arsity Track 11: Class
Track '10, 11; Senior Dancing
Club.
Test-Tube"
'Fesser, somebody got my policeman'
Aiken
Four years ago. "Skinner
left Hyman to enter Clemson.
He was determined to conquer
the Electrical course, and but
for "Cr:p." "Sam." and a few
more would have found the
course easy. "Skinner" is a
devoted student, and practices
as well as preaches the Rules
and Regulations. He is fteady
and quiet, and. like the body in
the Law of Inert'a. he will
"move in a straight line unless
acted on by some external
force."
Corporal. Sergeant. Lieuten-
Y. M. C. A. ; A. I. E. E.
'A/v performances have been stupenjous'
'Electrical' Florence
This blonde youth is com-
monly called "Doug.", but is
often referred to as "Clem-
son's Cannon." He was
wheeled over from the ' Spar-
tan City." and "unlimbered." in
'09, and since that time has done
some effective firing in win-
ning for himself the respect and
admiration of both faculty and
students. His most destructive
projectiles ceem to be his numer-
ous "love epistles," which have
found targets and scored "hits
at such distant ranges as Florida
and Massachusetts. Nothing




Y. M. C. A.; Editor
Chronicle "13; Taps Staff '13;
Sergeant - at - Arms, Chaplain,
Recording Critic. Recording
Secretary. Critic. President Col-
umbian L lerary Society: Orator
Annual Contest '12; Tiger Re-
porter; Secretary - Treasurer
Sunday School ; President Y.
M. C. A.; Agricultural So-
ciety.
"Test-Tube"
"Cannon to the right of them.




Paul came to Clemson in the
fall of '09, with a banjo :n one
hand and "determination to suc-
ceed" in the other. His banjo
solved the rat problem; but
since that time he has had an-
other to disturb him, namely
the inspection of the command-
ant, before ten o'clock every
night. Paul is a ladies' man, in
deed and in truth, as is attested
by his frequent visits to a
college (male, of
Always cheerful and











Let the ivorld turn round"
Greenville
"Brix" hails at present from
the state of Florida, though he
once called Columbia his home.
We don't know what he was
chased for, and he is himself
reticent on that point. How-
ever, we do know, my friends,
that he plays everything there
is to play, and does it well.
When it comes to baseball, foot-
ball, and outguessing the pro-
fessors, "Pony" is there with
the goods. He is also some
Paderewski at leading a band.
We predict that unless he dies
young he will some day com-





Secretary - Treasurer Class
"10; Varsity Football "10. 'II.
'12; Varsity Baseball 'II. '12.
'13; Scrub Football and Base-




'Speed! the call of the limes is for speed."
Jacksonville, Fl-
£%L^^ <f^t£*4.
"Prep," or "Tommy," hails
from the famous city of Kil-
han ; though, when asked where
he lives, claims Columbia. On
account of faithful discharge
of his duties as First Sergeant,
"Prep" was promoted to a
First Lieutenancy. His chief
amusement is sending pillow-
covers to girls for future pay-
ments in candy. "Tommy" also
l:kes to visit the store every
vacant hour, for a "beef," and
to have "Marshmallow Daint-
ies" every night. His ambition
is to be a prosperous dairy
farmer at Killian, and have
a lady from a nearby college




Class Lawyer; Class Co-
operat've Committee 13; Mar-
shal Commencement 12; Man-
ager Commencement Hop 12:
Scrub Baseball '11; Class
Track '12; Editor-in-Chief
Taps; Chronicle Staff '12;
Agricultural Society Journal
Staff; Tiger Reporter; Ser-
geant-at-Arms, Recording Sec-
retary, President Calhoun Lit-
erary Society; Y. M. C. A
Cabinet; Vice-President Agri-
cultural Society; Treasurer S.
C. I. O. A.; Secretary-Treas-
urer Senior Dancing Club.
'Bull'
'Our tol»n, our whole totvn, and nothing but our town"
Richland
G
Here is the champion Tiger-
buster of the age. "Kjrk" took
charge of the "Tiger" when that
animal was in a most debilitated
condition; and look at it now
—
the leading weekly of the col-
lege ! So we see that, besides
being some "hobo"—not to men-
tion soldierly qualities—we have
some literary guy. New York
won't be in it when he lays
Honea Path out on a scientific








'Rale: One dollar per year
Anderson
This long, tall bean s known
as "Big Sogk" by all. Since
entering college, he has taken
an active part in athletics, win-
ning Slate-wide reputation as a
basket-ball tosser and a w elder
of the racket. He has never
been in danger of a nervous
breakdown due to excesive
study, though he stands well in
his classes. "Sook's" ability to
take things as they come is one
of his most notable character-
istics.
Corporal, First Sergeant.




iate Tennis Singles '11, '12;
Tennis Team '09, '10, '11, '12;
Vice-President and Secretary S.
C. I. Tennis Association; Cap-
lain Varsity Basket-Ball '12,
'13; Assistant Manager Base-
ball Team '12; Scrub Baseball
'10; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet "12
(member every year) ; Senior
Dancing Club; Southern Inter-
collegiate Champion. Doubles
and Singles, in Tennis.
'Factoryman"
'Give everp man thy ear, but few thy voice"
Spartanblr:
"Andy" hails from the "City
by the Sea"—needless to say,
if you ever heard him talk. "B.
P. has two aims in life—one
the building of a house at
Skyland, N. C, and the other a
short route to the postoffice. As.
a sideline to architecture, "Col-
lege" pursues basket-ball; he
says it shows off his build.
College, when he becomes
rich, will marry, go into part-
nership with Dr. Steinmetz as
Manager of the Westinghouse
Electric Company, and live at
Skyland.
Corporal, Battalion Sergeant-
Major, Reg mental Quarter-
master - Sergeant, Lieutenant
and Adjutant.
Varsity Basket-ball "12. '13;
Y. M. C. A.; Senior Dancing
Club; A. I. E. E.
'Electrical"
"Architecture is frozen mjsic
,
Therefore I'm a composer"
Charleston
Ol~u>LujOuJhJUcU) Ci/ZZAAJJ.
Since coming to Clemson,
this little man has accomplished
many wonderful thing£—in his
own opinion. Allowed free
rein, he will give a lucid ac-
count of how he did it. "Ras-
TUs" is also some debater, it
being a common thing for him
to keep the air hot for two or
three days and a night over a
disputed point with his room-
mate. "Rastus" holds a high
place in the regard of his
friends, and some day will un-








retary Palmetto Literary So-
ciety; Y. M. C. A.
'Hobo"
'Confound, I'm a cuspitier'
Dillon
This is "That Dirty Fant
Boy. Has also been called
"Tut" and "Boy." Author
of the popular novel, "The
Man Hyer Up." The scene
is laid around \\ inthrop. and
the story is tragedy of the highest
order. Chronic optimism is
"Tut's" chief asset, and this is
one of the reasons he is de-
servedly popular with both
sexes. Wallace. King of Scot-
land, had his kingdom saved by
a spider; but alas, this man's




Senior Class Poet; Class
7~iger Reporter; Class Football
I, 12; Member of Staffs of
Taps and Tiger, and Exchange
Editor Chronicle; Correspond-
ing Secretary, Vice-President.
Orator in Annual Celebration
Calhoun Literary Society;
Executive Commissioner S. C.
I. O. A.; Cheer Leader '12,
•13; Y. M. C. A.; Senior
Dancing Club.
"Factorymvn"
Good old world at thai, though"
Anderson
"FlTz" is another one of
those poor creatures who were
slighted by the military depart-
ment. He seems to have never
given up hope, however, for
he is always handling his gun,
even on Saturdays. One who
is not a friend of "FlTz's" is
not true to himself. His gener-
ous disposition and manly wa>s
have given him friends who will
watch with interest his promis-
ing career.
Y. M. C. A.; Senior Danc-
ng Club.
"Hobo"
'D. D. C. or nothing"
Charleston
^*„-_cv
The "City by the Sea" is re-
sponrible for this prodigy.
"Biddy," sometimes known as
"BlRCH," has sent his applica-
tion to the authorities in New
York for the position now held
by the Goddess of Liberty
—
enlightening the world, because
the brilliant rays of light which
emanate from his head dazzle
the country for miles around.
He is a typical Charlestonian,
possessing the brogue ; and he
is a jolly good fellow, with a
well-developed sense of humor.
To become an M.D. is the






Track Squad 12; Critic
Calhoun Literary Society;
Agricultural Society; R'fle
Team; Senior Dancing Club.
"Test-Tube'
'Look, he's winding up the watch of his wit; M;
and b\) it will sfrifce
Charleston
"Peter ' is a product of
Lexington County, and received
his early education at Lexing-
ton. Being of a studious nature,
and desirous of becoming a
"Factoryman," he came tD
Clemson. "Peter" has a me-
lodious, frog-like voice, and he
exercises in such airs as "Put
Your Arms Around Me,
Honey," etc. "Peter" is fond
of reading such books as "Cutie
Fairy" stories. His brightest
aspiration is to some day be-
come a famous textile man.
"Peter" is a great orator, often





'For if his name be George, we will call him
'Peter,' for in newborn honors names are forgot"
Lexington
"Red" blew in from Sum-
merton, for the purpose of
equipping himself to be a
famous engineer. He never gets
"crossed." And this accounts
for his giving up his early
ambition to revolutionize the
electrical industry. His friends
took charge of his jolly good
nature right on the jump, and
have left him little time to pon-
der over vague theories and
such. Give him love, friends,
and fudge, and the cares of life
dare not trespass. He cherishes
fond hopes of living near
"Allen"-dale.




Senior Dancing Club; A. I.
E. E.
; Junior Hop Committee;
Y. M. C. A.
'Electrical"
''Not that I love military honors less, but my friends more'
Clarendon
'ff-lf^^Z^
In the fall of '09, "Bill"
informed the inhabitants of
Santuc that they would have
to get somebody else to run
the town, as he was leaving for
Clemson. The conductor put
him off at Calhoun, and he
soon became famous for his 1 t-
erary ability. "Santuc" spends
all his vacant time re-reading
his letters from "Jack." He
will become famous as the
author of three book?, namely:
"How I Won My Shoulder-
straps," "My Jack," and "San-




Scrub Baseball "12; Y. M.
C. A.
"Factoryman"
"They toil not; neither Jo they spin'
Union
ynU^f/ î-' & S-l -^Vx^f-
Everyone knows "Shine,"
and likes him. He can be rec-
ognized a block by his erect,
military carriage. How did
he get his name? Why, he is
a son that shines, and whenever
he takes a "shine" on anything
he generally makes it shine, so
we see he is a shining light.
Besides "hoboing." "Shine's"
chief work is writing love let-
ters for the Chronicle, though
Very few of them avre ever
returned by the fair critic at a
certain female college. If
"Shine" doesn't join the army.
the Civil Fng neering profes-








ment '12; Class Football '12;
Assistant Business Manager
Taps 13; Chronicle Staff;
Prerident and Recording Sec-
retary Calhoun Literary So-




"Let your light so shine'
Spartanburc
"P. C." came to Clemson in
the fall of 1907, to become an
engineer. After a year he de-
cided that he could do better as
a farmer, so he changed to
Agriculture. In the Spring of
'08, "P. C." took a stroll over
to Pendleton, which gained him
a free trip home. After many
attempts, he landed in the mail
pouch in 1912. "P. C." hates
to go to church on Sunday; he
would rather go to Seneca
We prophesy that he will be
the man-of-all-work on a pros-
perous Mount Pleasant farm.
rgeant
Y. M. C. A.; Agricultural
Society.
'Test-Tube*




Among the 'many famous
men who claim Central as their
home, "J. D." stands pre-
eminent. Having learned every-
thing that his school had to
offer, he hurried off to Clem-
son. He arrived just in time
for reveille, which he has never
missed since. At first, he was
contented with instructing the
commandant in the Regulations,
but owing to "Crip's" persua-
sive influence, his highest am-
bition is now to become a




A. I. E. E.
"Electrical"
"Any fool can go to bed; but it tal?es a man to get up'
Pickens
Just where to place "this,"
scientists cannot agree, so they
placed it under the sub-
species "Question Markacease,"
temporarily. "Hanney" is a
typical low-countryman, who
proudly claims Johns Island as
his roost. He entered Clemson
with the class of '12, and found
himself in the right church but
the wrong pew, and so changed
to '13, where he has made fin-
progress. "Hanahan" will
some day be cotton m ; ll in-




"All things come to those mho wait'
Charleston
"Sammie," "Miss
r:son," "Old Lady," or
"Wreck," of which the latter
seems most appropriate in ad-
dressing him who:e physiognomy
adorns this page. "Sis" hails
from a brier-patch near Simp-
sonville, which accounts for his
verdant looks and proverbia
fondness for roots and bulbs.
He s very modest; neverthe-
less, he is a heart-smasher. He
was so successful last Summer
that he cornered a "Beef Trust
from Pickens." We predict
for "Sis" a successful career as
a mill superintendent and
financier. Y. M. C. A.
'Factoryman"
"The bees and I are crazy about flowers
GREENVILLt
"Preacher" hails from the
height of Prosperity; and the
wonder is, he doesn't mind ad-
mitting it. Nutty? No; be-
cause what it takes to be smart,
"Preacher" has it. He is
some literary society man, pub-
licat on man, and soldier. Any
man who can rise from a lieu-
tenancy in "M" Company to
the captaincy of "A" Company
in one year must be a good one.
Well, we just guess ! He has
decided to return to his native




Class Football '12; Agricul-
tural Society Journal Staff; Re-
cording Secretary, President
Calhoun Literary Society;




"Back to the soil"
Newberry
"Blossom" cast his lot with
the electncals. and has been
true to that section ever since.
He is also one of the four
famous veterans of the Pendle-
ton Guards left at Clemson.
Good-natured, and attending to
his own affairs, "Blossom" has
gone through college with a
the friends he needs. Beins
a persistent man. as well
as one of ability, we can pre-
dict boundless success as an
electrical engineer.
Scrub football "II. "12; Class
football '10. "II j Palmetto
Literarv Society ; Y. M. C.
A.; A. I. E. E.
"Electrical"
"Consider the postage stamp, my son;
Its usefulness consists in its ability to slic^ to one thins till it gets there"
Lee
This is the man who put
"Hires" :n "root-beer," although
he wanted to run a Coca-Cola
bottling plant in Hampton in
his Sophomore year. "Laurie"
is famous for three things,
namely: his ability to handle
the fair sex; his ball playing:
his "bull" fighting. On account
of his religion, "Laurie" was
made Cla s Chaplain. He ha;
never failed at but one th ng
and that was in trying to prov e
to the President of a nearb"
college that he had a cousn
there.
Class Captain 13; Scrub
Baseball '10; Varsitv Ba?eba!l




'Truth is a gem of great price'
Hampton
Greenwood is proud of
"Flip"; so is Clemson. He is
sole proprietor of a famous
"German Band," which has
been heard and enjoyed by his
many friends. Th : s prodigy
is of a very retiring nature, but
expects to become a great chem-
ist some day. His contribution
to literature while at Clemson
comprises three letters to the
fair sex. He made his debut
as an orator when he addressed
the Agricultural Society this
year. "Flip" firmly believes
that "Brevity is the soul of wit";
therefore he is brief.
leulenant.
Class Prophet; Agricultural
Society Journal Staff; Y. M.
C. A.; Agricultural Society.
i EST-TUBE"
"And xuhen he spol(e the xohole tuorld stopped to listen'
Greenwood
L_
"Louie" decided to honor
Clemson four years ago, and
though at times the storms have
battered him, he always shows
a "white card" at the finish.
The last survivor of the famous
"Mutt and Jeff" Hutson Broth-
ers' Dancing School still does
himself proud as an adept at
the graceful art. From a verd-
ant Fresh, he has seen varied
military service. He loves his
little reveille nap, and was
never known to be in a hurry.





Dancing Club; Assistant Man-
ager Hop '12.
"Test-Tube"
'See the conquering hero comes'
Aiken
"Benson," old sorrel-top,
strolled up from the Governor's




"Butcher"— who think that
there is no other county in the
State. "Bessie" is alway-
happy, and never has a serious
thought when the guard-room
system is working, and he is
winning. "Butch" deserted
the Lutherans at Newberry, and
entered Soph, in '10. Since
then he has been making up
freehand drawing. He has
great ability to stick, and if
given time will become a second
Edison.
Sergeant.
A. I. E. E.
'Electrical"
"What's in a name?
A rose b\) any other name would smell as sweet
Newberry
j&a*2«^r
"Johnny," or "Hans," is
from the "Bottry." as his speech
shows—unmistakably. When
anyone rays "Old mossback
Charleston" around him, bat-
tle signs are hung out im-
mediately, for like all loyal
Charleston'ans he stands ready
to defend her name. His super-
fluous energy makes all his un-
dertakings succes-ful, so that it
is safe to predict that twenty
years from now he will be Ch-ef
Engineer of the General Elec-
tric Company, or "bosiinq" tt»e
electrical end of "Uncle Sam's"
Navy Yards.
+ +
Corporal. Sergeant - Major,
Lieutenant, and Adjutant.
"Wor\ \i\e a man
"Electrical"
Vice-Pres dent Class '09;
Class Co-ooerat've Committee
'10-11. 12-13; Vanity Foot-
ball '10. 'II. '12; Varsity Track
'10. '11; Varsity Basket-ball
12. 13; Manager Track Team
12; Assi tant Manager Track
Team 11; Manager Basket-
ball Team '12-' 13: Caotain
Champion Class Football Team
'09; Scrub Football '09;
Chronicle Staff '10. '11. "12;
Annual Staff '13; Palmetto
Literarv Society; Y. M. C.
A.: Chairman C. C. Branch
A. I. E. E. ; President Senior
Dancing Club; Treasurer Ex-
ecutive Committee Southern
College Press Association.
and don't ivatch the cloclf or hang on the whistle cord"
Charleston
"Skeet," "Hudlam," or
"Dickie," ha^ls from GREEN-
wood; and he is. "Skeet" is
a great sportsman, "Birds" be-
ing his favorite game. But it :
too bad that he hunts out of
season. The "Bird" has flown,
and until aeroplanes are made
to fly faster, "Skeet's" aching
heart will only be eased by the
watch charm which reminds him
of another one at whom Dan
Cupid use to shoot his arrows.
"Skeet" has many friends.
He has a habit of becomng




Team 'II; Manager '12; Agri-
cullural Society.
Straight"
7 dinna £en a l'e; I am a guid won"
Greenwood
«*
Of tne House of the Red
Rose, this monarch is a repre-
sentative member, being one of
the few kings whose hair is a
slight shade of the insignia of
his House. Not unlike Henry
VIII., there are many of the
fair sex who appeal to K ng
Chalmers, but he finds it neces-
sary to choose one, since he
can't divorce, exile, or behead
the extras. "Exceeding wi.e.
fair spoken, and persuading,
we look to see Chalmers some





Class Football '12; Member
of Staff Taps and Tiger; Re-
cord.ng Cnt c, Recording Sec-
retary, Critic, President Colum-
bian Literary Society; Y. M.
C. A.; Agricultural Socety.
"O. time.' thou must untangle this; not I:
It is too hard a l(not for me to untie"
Test-Tube" Lancasifr
This modest little king was a
great addition to our class when
he joined it in 1912 from Au-
burn—in quality, however; not
quantity. He is highly esteemed
by all who know him, for hs
gentlemanly and courteous man-
ners. There is some attraction
other than home that very often
makes him homesick, and he
always takes it out in sending
an epistle down toward Jack-









Class Football '12; Tiger
Staff; Senior Dancing Club;
Manager Glee Club.
'Once a friend, always a friend
Test-Tube" Jacksonville, Ha.
In September. 1909. "Bill"
became afflicted with hay(des)
fever, and came to Clemson for
treatment. One glance at him.
and one can tell he is a sport.
It is said that once, while work-
ing in a dairy. "Bill" had ruch
a severe attack of "feminitis"
ihat his life was only saved by
his making love to a cow. Since
gett ng his Senior privileges, he
often wanders into the jungles
cf Calhoun, and has several
times been seen going down the





Track Team '12. '13: Chap-
lian. Critic Columbian Literary
Society: Y. M. C. A.: Agricul-
tural Society: Glee Club.
Bull"
'My true love hath my heart, a
Lexjnctjn
r? ^sj^a
"Doc." is the man who put
"town" in Georgetown. He
landed in our midst in 09 with
a love of ducks; a thirst for
knowledge (?); and a dis-
tinctly Irish (?) brogue. "Ab-
erdeen's" favorite colors are
purple and white and he is for-
ever saying: "See! see!" Since
'09, "Doc." has acquired "right
sma t larnin," a valuable col-
lection of business (?) letters,
a derby hat, and a lieutenancy.
We wish hm long life; and
may his shadow never grow less
(Aside— It won't !)
Corporal, Sergeant, Lieuten-






Tis fine to have a giant's size, but it is tyrannical to use it lil(e a giant'
Georgetown
"Frank," or "Buddie," after
completing his course at O. I.
C, decided to carry his mili-
tary prowess into larger fields,
so he landed at Clemson in
1909. It is said that Frank was
once in love, but we have every
reason to doubt it; neverthe-
less, he :s very fond of writng
love letters and stories. Frank's
intellectual ability has never
been doubted, high marks being
his hobby. His future is rome-
what uncertain, but it is thought
that he will either be command-







Journal; Staff TaPS; Chap-
lain. Corresponding Secretary.
Critic, President Calhoun Lit-




'Horv can \)e chani, ve littl' birds,
An' I sae fu o' care?"
Orangeburg
"Mac" was once a farmer
lad, but he couldn't understand
why they used two wires on a
telephone line so he came to
Clemson to find out. "Great
has been his find thereof" (also
his fines). He was one of the
best football players Clemson
ever produced—as manager.
We have hopes that "Mac"
will startle the world with an
all-nght light that can't be d s-
covered ; but he says "Aw,
naw, the simple life for muh '
Sam' and 'Crip' will be suc-






Team '11; Manager '12; Staff
of Taps; Columbian Literary
Society; Y. M. C. A.; Publish-




"A man's a fool if not taught in woman's school'
Barnwell
This is "Rummy" Magill,
from Abbe-ville. How he got
his name is a secret; so ask no
questions. "Rummy" intended
to enter the Olympic games at
Stockholm last year as a
sprinter, as he is very fast; but
he fell and broke his leg. How-
ever, the accident didn't hurt
his other accomplishments, to
wit: "turkey-trotting" at early
hours, sleeping, and eating
Hershey Chocolate. We ven-
ture to say that "Dear James"
will some day be the county
demon'trator of Abbeville
County, if he doesn't take to the
fishing industry in Georgetown.
Corporal, Sergeant, Lieuten-
Class Football '10, '11. '12;
Y. M. C. A.; Agricultural
Society.
"Bull"
'Let us eat, drm\, and be merru. lor tomorrow we may die'
Abbeville
Even the town of St. George
could produce only one "Tom"
McAIhany, nor was she large
enough to hold this spirit at
home. In the fall of '09, he
escaped and came to Clemson.
where he has made a record as
a soldier, economist, and "hobo."
"Mac" sings, talks, and plays
a great deal, in spite of which
fact hi: report is always \v' i
the best in his section. "M\c"
will become a civil eng:neer of
distinction, and reflect much




Society; Y. M. C. A.
ary
Tactoryman'
"Behold a million near,
A cashier in a hanl(
Dorchester
In a "bee-line from Honea
Path came this busy little bee 'o
our "bloom ng ' Clemson. in
search of the honey of knowl-
edge. "Maggie" delights in re-
pairing broken-down automo-
biles, and is an infant prodigy
when it comes to electricity.
"Brownie" entered college a
little boy, leaves it as a little
man ; but in years to come he
will make great and large men
—aye. even Dr. Lammie—io





Track Squad 12; Class
Track II. "12: Tiger Staff:
Recording Secretary. Cr tic
Calhoun Literary Society: Y.
M. C. A.: Senior Dancing
Club: A. I. E. E.
'Electrical'
Wo bird—but an inviiible
A voice, a mvsterxi"
Anderson
"Mac" was first known by
his pompadour, and rosy
cheeks, and his "Greenness ;
later, by his ability to bluff the
professors into g:ving him good
marks. He has a quiet dis-
position, and is a good com-
panion, never leading his friends
astray. He is longing for the
time to come when he will be
—
not his own man, but tome-
body's else; and be "centrally"
located. He will be a credit to
the class and to Clemson.
\'ice-Pres : dent Junior Class;
Historian Senior Class; Dis-
t nguished Student '12; Gym-
nasium Team '13; Class Track
Team '12; Editor-in-Chief
Chronicle '12-'13; Taps Staff
'13, Orator Annual Contest;
Chaplain, Recording Critic.
Recording Secretary, Pres -
dent Palmetto Literary Society.
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet '13;
Agricultural Society.
Test-Tube"
Thy modesty's a TuonJer to thy merit'
Darlington
Well, this is "MuLLETT,"
from Mullins. His good-na-
tured smile, and his general ap-
pearance, have won for Lm
many friends. His favorite
pastimes are sleeping—and,
sleep:ng some more. On ac-
count of his roving disposition,
acquired in early life, he was
retired from military duty in
February. He is most gallant
as a ladies' man, and his heroic
deeds "cover Dixie like the
dew" (ask him about call n'j,
the elevator), and at present he




Varsity Football 'II, '12;
Scrub Football '10; Class Foot-
ball 10; Corresponding Sec-
retary Palmetto Literary So-
ciety; Y. M. C. A.; Agricul-
tural Society; Senior Dancing
Club.
'Test-Tube"
"'A little more sleep', I heard him complain;
'You have roamed me too soon, I must dumber again'
Sumter
"Ed" or "JojO," as he is
better known, hails from the
hustling town of Chester. In
the fall of '09, he decided to
come to Clemson, and join the
Class of '13. His favorite pas-
t me is sleeping and eating.
During the summer of '11, his
ambitions took a turn which
almost resulted in serious trouble
for him with the postoffice
authorities at Charlotte. "Jo"
intends to return to the "better
town," and convince the people
that electric lighting is now a










'I!; Class Football '09; Y. M.
C. A.; A. I. E. E.; Senior
Dancing Club.
"Electrical"
'W ell, sir; well, sir; the study of history a the study of humanity'
Chester
'•Peter." "P. E.'\ or
"Hevons," as he is called by
the fair sex, decided that he
wanted to know more about
farming, so he migrated to
Clemson in 09. He con-
tracted military aspirations,
finally reaching the rank of
Captain. During his Sen or
year, he became an ardent
admirer of the female part of
the Methodist Church. "Peter"
has done well in his class, and
will become a prosperous
farmer unless he is struck by
"white lightning," and goes






Class Football '10; Staff
Agricultural Society Journal;
Chapla : n Calhoun Literary So-
ciety; Y. M. C. A.; Agricul-
tural Society.
"Bull'
'Drirtlf to me only Tvith thine eyes"
Berkeley
What this lad intends to do,
very few seem to know. He is
taking the Electrical course, and
is good at all of his work
—
whenever he works. "Sunny
Jim" is a product of the sand-
hill region of Chesterfield
County, and he stands out pre-
eminently as the wit of the
class. He was the organizer
of the S. P. R. R. Society,
and is a staunch advocate of a'l
its laws. He never worries h s
room-mate by keeping the
lights on too late, or bv getting
up too early for reveille.
A. I. E. E.
"Electrical'
'Smile, damn you, smile
Chesterfield
Sleeping Winnsboro awaits,
with eager expectation, the re-
turn of "Peek" Park. He was
the other boy who peeped
through a knothole when Lord
Cornwallis made his memor-
able march through the historic
old town; but he's not very old.
"Peek" stands well in his class,
and would have done better bul
for his enormous correspond-
ence. We cannot but predict
for Winnsboro a thorough
awakening when "Peek" be-




President, Chief Marshal An-
nual Celebration Columbian
Literary Society; A. I. E. E.
;
Y. M. C. A.
'Electrical"
"/ must be afyin to the bees; I love carnations so'
Fairfield
From Grassy Pond, near
Possum Trot School, in Cher-
okee County, this worthy youth
came to enter his college career
as a loyal subject of "King
Sease." "Pat" appreciates the
privilege of bearing punish-
ment for his fellow-man. The
only evidence we have of his
ladies'manship is his letter writ-
ing. We expect some day to
see "Pat" Mayor of Grassy-










houn Literary Society; Y. M.
C. A.; Rifle Team.
'Straight"
Hotv mp heart despised reproof"
Cherokee
%strw- -6iJ(J <l^A^v»-
"Preacher," feeling a call
to newer fields of labor, gave
up his exhortations to the in-
hab tants of his native brier
patch, and dr:fted towards
Clemson. He has pursued his
college career with that stead-
fastness of purpose that has
always characterized his every
act. He has always enjoyed
the "State Fair" trip,' and was
greatly disappointed upon hi?
inability to drill before the
chief executive, of whom he






Palmetto Literary Society; Y.
M. C. A. Cabinet '12; Agri-
cultural Society.
'Straight"
"My destiny is linked ivith the realities of earth'
Edgefield
This smiling youth hails from
Orangeburg. He came to
Clemson, in '09, with the full
intention of astonishing the
world, and with this end in
view took the electrical course.
"Johnnie" is some ladies' man.
and many a fair maiden has
spent sleepless hours worrying
over the face that adorns this
page. It is rumored that he
found a "Bean" during Fair
Week upon whom he was will-
ing to epend his Christmas
money; but to his disappoint-
ment he found that he had







Literary Society; Y. M. C.
A.; Senior Dancing Club; A.
I. E. E.
"Electrical"
'In arguing, too, the Parson oivned his sl(ill,
For e'en though vanquished he could argue still'
Orangeburg
Ladies and gentlemen, allov\
me to introduce to you the only
original "Dignified Senior Tex-
tile." He intends to fit him-
self for some great work in
textile lines, such as running a
distillery, as a side line, in tne
dyeing lab. "Runt" ,s a
military genius, but this fact
has never been discovered by
the Commandant. He is espe-
cially fond of pretty girls; a
professional heart-breaker; and
the Lord Chesterfield of
"Winkerville." "Runt" is an
exceptionally diligent stucent.




Society; Y. M. C. A.: Dis-
tinguished Student '12.
'Factoryman"
'Accomplishment is the fruit of persistence'
Anderson
"Mary Jane," "Mary," etc.,
so called because of her nu-
merous love affairs, joined our
ranks as a diminutive rodent,
but has rapidly grown, because
of "balanced rations." He has
always been an industrious lad,
and his high ambitions, coupled
with his great amount of ag-
gressiveness, have gained for
him an enviable record. By his
friendly disposition, he has
made many friends. We can
only bespeak for him success
as a producer of "bald-headed"









Y. M. C. A.; Agricultural So-
ciety.
'Straight'
"Worth makes the man'
Lee
"Prevy" came to Clemson,
and started out by being good.
He succeeded wonderfully well,
but found it awfully lonesome.
A change came over him, and
he commenced to get educated.
A great future is in store for
this genius, and if he lives long
enough he'll invent perpetual
motion, though he will have to
escape being put to death on
account of too much affection
towards the "Weaker Sex."
Sergeant, Lieutenant.
4, *
Class President '10; Class
Co-operative Committee 'II;
Varsity Track '10, '11, '12,
'13; Manager Track Team
'13; Assistant Manager '12;
Varsity Basket-ball '12, '13;
Assistant Manager Football
Team '12; (Athletic Council
'10; Member Staff of Chronicle
'12, '13; Taps; Tiger; Ser-
geant-at-Arms, Recording
Critic, Treasurer Columbian
Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet '12; Treasurer A. I.
E. E.; Senior Dancing Club.
'Electrical'
"An excellent scholar; yet the morsl disorganizer in existence'
York, Neb.
Surely "Shorty's" motto U
appropriate. since we have
known him : for to see him is to
like him. and to talk with him
is to gain a friend. Since he
has been in school, his chiet
occupation has been the dis-
pensing of what was his. and in
this he has won a deserved suc-
cess. He is a tireless worker.
but his avocation seems to be
principally the writing of busi-
ness(?) letters to Winthrop
—
probably for the "Chronicls.'
^ e truct that his future is nci






Staff Taps; Chaplain. Corres-
ponding Secretary Calhoun
Literary Society; 1 . M- C
A. : Senior Dancing Club.
"Nothing is mine alone; but mine to use. to enjoy, an
"Factoryman"
J to share vith ml> fellowmen
Greenville
'"Ribs" hails the "Bottry" as
his brier-patch. He put two
baseballs, a bat. and a glove in
his su'.tcase several years ago.
and stole to Clemson. Since
then, notwithstanding errors, he
has made more than one hit.
though it is not recorded that he
has stolen anythng beside
bases. "Heine" says that after
he gets his "pink slip" in June.
he is going to make a home run
to the "Great White Way."
and manage the "Giants."
Sergeant. Color-Sergeant.
Captain Vanity Baseball
Team '12: Varsity Baseball
'09, '10. '11; Assistant Man-
ager Football Team '11: Man-
ager Football Team '12; Scrub
Baseball '08; A. I. E. E.
'Electrical'
"A man's a man for a' thai'
Charleston
Soon after Greers was put on
the map, "Roy" contracted
Clemsonitis, with the usual re-
sults. Early in his "rathood
'
he established a "rep" as a
vertible encyclopedia on love
affairs, and won the record for
visiting a nearby female col-
lege. The time not given
to his books is devoted to billet-
doux, and though a brilliant
future awaits him as a textile
expert, his real fame will be as
an author. He will soon pub-
lish the following: "How to
Woo and Win," "Military





Staff Taps; Rifle Team; Y.
M. C. A.
"Factoryman" Greenville
Who doesn't know "Mil-
itary Jimmie," "Bashful Jim-
MIE," or the fellow who yells in
the mess-hall ? The title
"Bashful" was given him by
the girls of Greers. At a single
leap, "JlMMIE" landed at the
top of military fame; so high,
indeed, that he can easily ad-
vertise his "demoral zed water-
buckets." "JlMMIE's" popular-
ity is truly wonderful. But
"The Greatest Moment of My
Life," and "How I Met It"
was that blissful afternoon
when "I Bade Her Farewell."
For further references, see the
joke columns of the "Tiger,"




Scrub Baseball '09; Class






"May he t(iss Tvhom he pleases.
And please mhom he pisses"
Greenwood
"Monkey" swung in, in '09,
with the rest of them, and has
been making things hum ever
since. "Sam" and "Crip" are
hobbies of his, and his marks
soar around a hundred and ten
as an average. His military
ambition was realized near the
end of his career, when he
pulled down a high-ranking
second "loo," and the way he
swings a blade is a revelation
If he doesn't become a genera
in the war with Japan, in 1957,




Class Track '12; Y. M. C.
A.; Executive Committee A. I.
E. E.
'Electrical'
"Electricity is the most marvelous invention of the age'
Greenville
'?£c€fL$?J«szt^a^isis
"Will Love" Smarr. Who
will? He says all the girls at
Bullock's Creek do. Yes. that's
where he's from. Maybe that's
the reason he is such a bean at
"bull." "Creel" has the
world skinned when it comes
to percents. and he says
that he knows how to keep
spiders from pulling little chick-
ens into their dens and eating
them. He says his future lies
between teaching a kinder-
garten or haul ng water to make









Y. M. C. A.; Agricultural
Society.
'Bull"
'Fesser, \jer go in" ter give us any percents?'
York
r
,/ ^U^Ki b>. .^-fi£Ti-t-JL^
ff^^^^^^i
This lad hails from the
County of Laurens; we don't
give the town, because he may
be like a lot more of us
—
from near somewhere. "C. E.."
ha - won fame in the class by his
stick-to-it-iveness, not to men-
tion his pugilistic accomplish-
ments. He believes in be ng
cheerful, and his ready grin
greets one morning, noon, and
night; we have heard that he
wears it in his sleep. If he
keeDS along his present line of
endeavor, Laurens will boat
one of the best stock farms in
the State in the years to come.
"Bull"
Calhoun Literary Socety;
Y. M. C. A.; Agricultural So-
ciety.
Crin, and the ruorld grins nWfi you"
Laurens
Stoudemire, more famil-
iarly known as "STUDIE," re-
ce ved his preparatory training
at Chapin. He entered Clem-
son College with a determina-
i nn tc ma-.'er the Civil course,
but the hum of the loom soon
led him to join the "Factory-
ntn." It can be seen from his
dreamy expression that
"Stude" is a powerful thinker.
His thoughts are located near
Newberry, where he will make
visits in the near future, no
doubt. His greatest amb tion is
to erect the first cotton mill at
Chapin, and to spread the fame




erary Society; Y. M. C. A.
Tactoryman"
"One sip of this Tvill balhe the spirits in delight
Beyond the bliss of dreams—
Be wise, and taste"
Lexington
^ _-rv -
The town of Seneca is hon-
ored by the genius whose phys-
iognomy graces this page.
"Joe" is an artist of no mean
ability, and he decorated his
room, and even drew his own
postcards. He is a great stu-
dent of Civil Engineering, for
he "shot" "Hobo" for a hun-
dred on an examination. Since
"Joe" became the partner of a
certain faculty member, as man-
ager of the Cadet Exchange,
and has learned how to get ric
quick, we fear that he will go




mittee '10; Tiger Staff; Taps
Staff "11, '12, '13; Y. M. C.
A.; Senior Dancing Club.
'Hobo"
'Even though vanquished, he could argue still"
Oconee
This perpendicular giant,
known as "MuTT," "Tubby,"
or "Long, keen. double-
jointed Tuber cane." is an
excellent example of evolu-
tion. When he struck Clem-
son, he was a fine specicnen of
a "Rube." He :tudied Biol-
ogy, and found trat man deve
oped from monkies, and so he
thinks there is a chance for him-
self. Nobody else does, though.
He is the same alwavs— -a
darned good fellow. If you
want to get his "angora," just
ask him about the "push-but-




mittee '12; Vice-Pres dent
Class '13; Captain Varsity
Track Team '13; Varsity
Track '11. '12, '13; Varsit,
Football '12; Cla s Football
'11
; Chronicle and Taps Staff;
Recording Secretary, Critic.
President, Dec'aimers Medal
'12, O.-a'or's Medal '13, at
Annual Ce'ebration: Y M. C.
A.; Pre:ident Rifle Team;
resident iral Society.
'Bull'
'I'm possessed of all the graces;
Oh, a perfect dr-r-r-eam my face is'
Charleston
'"Bush," as his name would
ind cate, comes from a place
known as Beach Island. H?
wa- at once s ngled out for a
military career, and it took him
until the latter part of his
Senior year to realize the ad-
vantages and honors of a
Senior Privatecy. His splendid
dispontion and modest traits
have won for him a host of
friends, who expect great things
of him.
Corporal, Sergeant, Capia n
Y. M. C. A.; Senior Danc-
ing Club.
Hobo"
'/ don t mind demerits, but I hale confinements"
Aiken
"Prep" is a worthy product
of Gray Court. which ha^
missed him greatly since his de-
parture for what he terms the
"pen." "Benjamin" has never
had any military aspirat-on r .
and as a result of seem*; no
sense in the stuff, he seldom
hears that woful cry of "To-
gether, together, together!" He
is the same old '66 (Lewis') all
the time, and his quiet manner
has made him many friend;.
In fact, he is rather too friendly
with some people; for instance,
our Commissary-General. \S e
predict for "Truck" a very
succersful career as a green-
grocer in his native town.
Y. M. C. A.; Agricultural
Society.
"Straight"
"Brevity is a Spartan virtue'
Laurens
Truly the "sticks" doth oft
engender the wisest of men, for
who knows but that we have
within this young Englishman
the making of a future Surgeon-
General of the Navy? "Cor-
REN," "of manners gentle, of
affections mild," carries in his
veins no blood of that Caro-
lina governor whose surname,
with but slight change, he bears.
Not a D.D. nor yet a Ph.D.
has he ambition to be. What
we predict for him is a success-
ful career as Youmans, M.D.,
mender of men and render of
purse.
Corporal, Battalion Sergeant-






Society; Y. M. C. A.; Agri-
cultural Society.









Hon. Alan JOHNSTONE, President of Board Newberry, S. C.
Hon. R. W. Simpson _. Pendleton, S. C.
Senator B. R. Tillman Trenton, S. C.
Hon. M. L. Donaldson _. Greenville, S. C.
HON. J. E. WaNNAMAKER St. Matthews, S. C.
Hon. W. W. Bradley Abbeville, S. C.
Hon. R. I. Manning Sumter, S. C.
* +
Oerm Expires 1914
Hon. W. D. Evans Cheraw, S. C.
HON. B. H. RaWL Lexington. S. C.
HON. IVY M. MAULDIN „. ...Pickens, S. C.
+ +
Ocrm "Expires 1916
Hon. E. T. Hughes.. ....Marion, S. C.
Hon. S. T. McKEOWN. Batesburg, S. C.






Charles Manning Furman, A.B.
Professor of English
David Wistar Daniel, A.M.
Associate Professor of English
Thomas Wadlington Keitt
Assistant Professor of English
Arthur Buist Bryan, B.S., B. Litt
Ass :stant Professor of English
Mark Edward Bradley, A.B.
Assistant Professor of English
3ttatl)ematics department
Samuel Maner Martin, B.S.
Professor of Mathematics
Augustus G. Shanklin, B.S.
Associate Professor of Mathematics
Joseph Everett Hunter, B.S.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Burr Harrison Johnstone, A.B.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Andrew Bramlett, B.S.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
"^Department of 3fistor? an6 ^Economics
William Shannon Morrison, A.B.
Professor of History and Economics
Alester Garden Holmes, B.S.
Assistant Professor of History
"preparatory iDepartment
Lawrence Andrew Sease, B.S.
Headmaster of Preparatory Department; Assistant Professor of English
Benjamin Johnston Wells, L.I., A.B.
Instructor Preparatory Class
.Agricultural iDepartment
Joseph Nelson Harper, B.S., M. Agri.
Director of Department and Experiment Station
Fred Harvey Hall Calhoun, Ph.D.
Vice-Director of Department; Professor of Geology and Mineralogy
Charles Carter Newman, B.S.
Professor of Horticulture
M. Ray Powers, D. V. S.
Professor of Veterinary Science
Henry Walter Barre, B.S., M.A.
Professor of Botany and Bacteriology
Albert Frederick Conradi, B.S.A., M.S.
Professor of Entomology and Zoology
Washington LaFayette Hutchison, M.S.
Professor of Agronomy
Raymond Lee Shields, B.S.
Professor of Animal Husbandry and Dairying
John Galentine Hall, M.A.
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Associate Professor of Dairying
Frank Townsend Wilson, B.S.
Assistant Professor of Agronomy
Melvin Philip Somes, M.S.
Assistant Professor of Entomology and Zoology
Olin Mitchell Clark, B.S.
Assistant Professor of Horticulture
Arthur Ballard Massey, B.S.
Assistant in Botany and Bacteriology
Murray Star Gardiner, B.S.
Assistant in Agriculture and Farm Machinery
Robert Oliver Feeley, D. V. S.
Assistant in Veterinary Science
Soutl) Carolina -Agricultural Cxperiment Station
Joseph Nelson Harper, M.S.A.
Director, and Agriculturist
Charles Carter Newman, B.S.
Horticulturist
Henry Walter Barre, M.S.
Botanist and Plant Pathologist
Albert Frederick Conradi, M.S.
Entomologist and Zoologist
Thomas Ellison Keitt, B.S.
Chemist
Raymond Lee Shields, B.S.
Animal Husbandryman
John A. Goodwin, B.S.
Superintendent Coast Experiment Stat'on
John N. Hook
Secretary, and Librarian
William Andrew Thomas, B.S.
Field Entomologist
William Barre Aull, B.S.
Assistant to Botanist
Lawrence Orr Watson, B.S.
Field Pathologist
W. Hayden, B. S.
Assistant in Animal Husbandry
Frank Green Tarbox, B.S.
Assistant to Agriculturist
Burns Gillison
Foreman Experiment Station Farm
Miss Helen Bradford
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Richard Newman Brackett, A.B., Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry
David Hill Henry, B.Sc.
Associate Professor of Chemistry
Guy Fleming Lipscomb, B.S.
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Director of Department; Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Rudolph Edward Lee, B.S.
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Styles Trenton Howard, B.M.E.
Assistant Professor of Machine-Shop Work
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Assistant Professor of Woodwork
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Assistant Professor of Drawing and Designing
John Weems Gantt
Assistant Professor of Forge and Foundry
Mahlon Thomas Birch, B.S.
Instructor in Drawing





Instructor in Forge and Foundry
CUctrical department
Frank. Townes Dargan, M.S.
Furman University
Professor of Electrical Engineering
Walter C. Wagner, M.M.E
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
Samuel R. Rhodes, B.S.































Professor of Civil Engineering
Francis Raymond Sweeney, B.S.




















Director of Department; Professor of Textile Cherrrstry and Dyeing
Claude Wightman McSwain, B.S.
Assistant Professor of Weaving and Designing
William R. Meadows
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'^^^^^^C'lTH a beginning of two hundred and forty-three in its Freshman year,
m ^k M and an entrance enrollment in Soph of one hundred and forty-nine, the
^^ ^^ Class of Nineteen Hundred and Fourteen now still holds its own, though
its numbers have been reduced to the apparently narrow margin of but a few over eighty,
evenly divided between the Agricultural and Mechanical Courses.
Though small in numbers, the class has already left its mark in every branch
of student activity, and has blazed a trail that bids fair to lead it to the accomplishment
of things that count. In athletics, it has put out three S. I. A. A. championship track
men, a State championship tennis player, an "ole reliable" baseball pitcher, several of
the school's star football men, and has put out a class football team that for two con-
secutive years has held the championship, and has never lost a game. The school's best
orator is found in its ranks; it has given the Y. M. C. A. some of its strongest workers,
the Sunday School some of its strongest leaders, and has placed its pen with a heavy
stroke in all of the college publications.
Though statistically it has apparently weakened, the Class of Nineteen Hun-
dred and Fourteen has found that there is strength in unity, and is now pervaded with
a spirit of co-operative determnation to make out of itself a counting factor for the
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W. F. BRAWLEY _ President
R. S. Hood ....Vice-President
F. J. Jervey .Secretary-Treasurer
D. K. Banks A. L. Edwins J. W. McDonald
M. S. Boozer C. R. Emerson G. R. Morgan
G. H. Brown J. E. Fletcher J. G. Oetzel
E. M. Byrd A. B. Haight W. L. Perry
A. B. Carson M. W. Hunter T. B. Rogers
H. E. Chambliss D. E. Hydrick A. G. Stanford
M. A. Dantzler W. F. Lachicotte T. W. Thornhill
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Stewart, R. B., 1st


























Hfistor^ of tt>e Sophomore Class
"^"^^TATE hath decreed that we be the hard-luck class. We, though Sophomores,
m il fail to enjoy the privileges formerly given to that wise set. We survived
r^ the hardships and disappointments of our "rat" year, only to return the fol-
lowing year, and find that there were no "rats" here, but recruits. Quickly, we seized
that motley crowd, and endeavored to convert them into a set of obedient "rats" ; but
our ranks were fearfully thinned by ther ally, the college. There was no use of but-
ting our heads against a stone wall ; so we have quietly settled down. Notwithstanding
this terrible ban upon our success, we have no near-do-wells in our class. This is proven
by the absence of Sophs on the "All-Class Football Team." Just take a look at Vars'ty,
and the track team, if you want to see our big men. They are not content with
near-success.
It was during the second week of the ninth month of the year one, before the
coming of our law-maker, prosecutor, jury, judge, and executor, that we arrived. It
was during that good old time that you read about, when a man might make his room a
castle. On all sides of h ;m were his "rats," eager to gratify his remotest whim. What
faithful pages we were. Now what has become of those days? Gone into the all-
powerful's notebook. Now it is different. Even old, Uncle Sam is against us. He has
decided that we shall starve, or become hoboes. He is going to turn that nrghty horde
of skilled and experienced workmen, who labor on the "Great Ditch," loose about the
same time a few of us shall get our sheepskins. A great tendency we have to become
a hobo. This may be seen any time by watching the Sophs on the campus. What
will a few trembling, green Clemsonites be to the "Great Ditch" workers?
Just watch us, and see what we shall do. Even the Colonel and Harry have
their sharp eyes on us. Many a time does their scrutinizing gaze pierce our veiling canopy
and discover our great doings. Th : s accounts for our place on the "extra" field.
Surely the way of the Soph is hard; for we all tramp the cement in front of Barracks.






St. C. Webb President
J. PEEPLES Vice-President




















































































































































































































Sitton, J. J., 1st





















































OUR Class entered Clemson under most auspic ous circumstances—for us. The
proud and haughty Sophomore was afra d to attempt to teach us the rudi-
mentary principles of geometry, love-making, sing'ng, and dancing, as has
been his right formerly ; maybe we raised the standard so that he did not possess suffi-
cient knowledge; and then, maybe, somebody else rased the standard. Anyhow, we
didn't raise a howl.
Then, our class came when all the athletic teams were badly in need of matenal,
and as a result we have varsity men in all branches of athletics. Our class football
team is strong, heavy, and fast, and while it did not win the cup it put in second-best bids.
Another branch of sport in wh'ch we take a large part is walking extras. Some
of our best men are out in competition to pack the cement walks in front of barracks,
and no one can deny that the class of 16 can do it just about as well as any of em,
even if we haven't the experience of the others.
From these facts, we believe that the class of ' I 6 has a brilliant future ahead of
it, as future majors, captains, football warriors, d'amond heroes, and daring trackmen;

















































6 ENTLEMEN, behold us! True we may not be much at present, but "greatoaks from tiny acorns grow." What it takes to show, we've got it, too; sowatch the Preps, grow.
We have in our class several men who are promising in the line of athletics, both
baseball and football. We furnished the center for the Freshman Class football team, and
Rhett, one of our men, is doing well as a scrub pitcher, and others are among the men who
are perhaps to form the nucleus of their teams some day.
We may be green, and all that; then some; but who can tell us from Freshmen?
We will be there some day, as the records of some of the men now prominent in college
life will show. No matter what we are now, there are never obstacles which cannot be










































3\ev. 5&. 511. 3ones at tt>e burial of tt>e
S* fi. 5\» 3\.
(With apologies to Robert Ingersoll)
^ LITTLE while ago, I stood in front of the door of the mighty Major,
and thought of the career of the greatest military genius of the modern
world. I saw hrm as he entered college, with a straight and manly
front; I saw him buckled over a chair, where wood and leather com-
bined to darken the countenance of that noble man ; I saw him, as a
corporal, walking in the footsteps of his capta'n, and striving to
show his military powers ; I saw him, as a Junior, checking the roll at
breakfast; I saw h ;m, on the fateful day of April the First—barred
in his room, and away from his company and safety— I saw his
mighty form ascend and accomplish the arduous task of "skinning"
the molasses-smeared transom; and I saw him, in all his glory, leading
his battalion through an imaginary victory, over the hills of Oconee.
I thought of the trouble he had made—of the extras that had been walked for
h;s glory, and the report that made the sixty-eighth demerit handed in by his cold hand
of ambition. And I said, I would rather have been a member of the S. P. R. R. ; I
would rather have beat out of drill ; I would rather have laid in my bed during reveille,
and listened to the noise of the bugle; I would have rather been that man, and gone down
in the Annual at the bottom of the list of privates, and a member of the memorial league,
than to have been that imperial impersonation of a ten-page delinquency report known as




First Lieutenant Eighteenth Infantry, U. S. A.
Commandant of Cadets; Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Col. J. M. Cummins
Commandant
3osial) 5tticl)ael (Tummins
Born in St. Louis, Mo.
Graduated St. Louis University with degree of A.B. 1901.
Appointed Second Lieutenant, United States Army, and assigned to Eighteenth
Infantry, 1 903. Promoted First Lieutenant, and assigned to Twenty-ninth Infantry,
1909. Transferred to Eighteenth Infantry, 1910.
Service in Philippine Islands—Island of Cebu, 1 903 to 1 905 ; Island of Min-
danao, 1907 to 1909.
Service in the United States—Colorado, 1903; Kansas, 1905 to 1906; New
York, 1909; Wyoming and Texas, 1910 to 1912.
Detailed as Professor of Military Scence and Tactics at Clemson Agricultural






~Jiel6 anb Staff Officers
J. L. Seal _. .Captain and Adjutant
H. A. Hagood Captain and Quartermaster
R. A. Alexander Captain and Commissary
J. \V. ERWIN Sergeant-Major
T. W. THORN HILL Quartermaster-Sergeant
R. B. Ezell \ Color s nts









J. W. Barnwell Major
C. P. YoL MANS Adjutant
G. C. FRICK .Lieutenant and Commissary
















T. B. Wilson Captain
R. A. Alexander First Ueutenant
R. W. FANT Second Ueutenant
A. R. BOYD First Sergeant
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BERLY J. A. Servants
Todd, J. R. (
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Lathrop, F. H Captain
BOUSON, F. W First Lieutenant
BROWN, S. K Second Lieutenant
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DUNLAP, C. K _ ...Captain
Provost, E. T First Lieutenant
BOGGS, J. K Second Lieutenant
DOUTHIT, J. B First Sergeant
Thornton, C. C.
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Lever, B. R. (
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Myers, P. E Capta ;n
Morrison, W. E. First Lieutenant
BERRY, M. D ...Second Lieutenant
JERVEY, F. J... First Sergeant
Brown, G. H.
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M. S. Lawton.. Major
J. H. KaNGETER..-. Adjutant
J. E. HaNAHAN Lieutenant and Commissary
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BoYLESTON, H. G Captain
KaNGETER, J. H First Lieutenant
MAGILL, J. A Second Lieutenant
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Patrick, C. S.„._ Captan
Herbert, W. W.. First Lieutenant
SLOAN, D. M Second Lieutenant
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HUTSON, L. D Captain
PERRIN, J. W First Lieutenant
KlNG, J. F. Second Lieutenant
LACHICOTTE, W. F First Sergeant
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A. J. Evans First Lieutenant
G. H. PEARCE Second Lieutenant
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S. W. RABB Major
A. B. Evans Adjutant
A. H. LACHICOTTE. Commissary










D. L. Cannon Captain
C. J. KING First Lieutenant
W. C. GlLMORE.... Second Lieutenant
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A. C. TURBEVILLE Captain
W. T. KYZER. First Lieutenant
F. M. MELLETTE Second Lieutenant
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Erwin, J. O Capta ;n
HlERS, J. L First Lieutenant
BANKS, W. D. Second Lieutenant
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W. G. McLEOD _ Captain
T. F. Davis. First Lieutenani
A. H. LaCHICOTTE. Second Lieutenant
T. C. HaDDON First Sergeant
Harrison. J. F.
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The History of the Clemsonii
Revisions of Various Partly Undecipherable Catalogs
and Records Found in the Temple of
Knowledge Library
By
EDW. HUNTER, Ph. D.
Professor Domestic Science, C. A C.
100,000 Edition. Revised 1913. For Sale at All Bookstores, $1.50. *(Exchange, $2.33)
* Exchange charges five per cent, extra for handling
To all persons mentioned in this volume, because of whose deeds
I was able to write this work, I dedicate this volume.
—Edw. Hunter
* *
A NOTE OF THANKS
I wish to thank all who helped me in this work, namely: Miss
C. C. Chronicle, Messrs. Carlige Cattelog, Waterman F. Penn, Eber-
hard Faber L. Pensile, and Oliver T. Writer.
—Author
4. 4.
N. B.—All statements in this book were given to me as strictly
true. —Author
Iftistor? of t^e (Tlemsonii
INTRODUCTION
The division of history is a difficult matter, because of the way in which the periods
merge into one another. This merging is so gradual that a historian must, himself, make
some radical break at some event of importance. In this
/. Periods of Time instance, we have divided the work up into three parts,
each beginning and ending with some famous happening
in the history of the Clemsonii.
We shall use in this work the same method of time measure used in all other con-
temporary histories, i. e., Eastern time (one hour later than that at Atlanta), unlike that
used in one of the neighboring tribes of the Clemsonii, who measure
2. Chronology) time in "blocks from the Skyscraper."
Turning now to the geography of the region in which the
Clemsonii were situated. The kingdom is situated in the foothills of the great Blue Ridge
range. It is far in an isolated
3. Geography region, away from civilization, sur-
rounded by woods Bounded on
the west by the towering purple mountains; bounded on the
south by the Blue Ridge Railroad. Through the lands of
the tribe, run the clear waters of the swift-flowing Seneca.
§5%&** • 'moms
OP TmS
The lands are fertile and rolling, so we rightly infer that EARLY SETTLEMENT 0F clemsonii
the Clemsonii are, in the main, farmers.
Because of the difference of time in some of the happenings here recorded, and
their striking influence upon later events, we have divided this work into: The period of
Ancient History, covering the time from Alpha, or the
4. Divisions of the History Great Beginning, to the Great Fire; the second period,
or Medieval History, covering from the Great Fire to
the Hegira; the third period, or Modern History, covering from the Hegira till the present.
THE ANCIENT PERIOD
(From the Alpha, or Beginning, to the Great Fire—93 B. C. to 95 B. C.)
From what we can discover in the records of this people, and they are wonderfully
complete and accurate, the tribe did not originate where they are now situated, but seem-
ingly collected for mutual benefit a few at a time. The
5. The Gathering of the first to come were the wise men (so the records say, though
Wise Men they are rather uncertain on this point). These wise men
were, seemingly, all men of professions. Some were
tutors, some blacksmiths, others carpenters, a few were priests, and some just kin. They
were known individually as "profs," and collectively as "the faculty."
AN ABSOLUTE MONARCH
After the wise men, was the influx of those whom, on account of their lack of
knowledge, and general greenness, the wise men called the fools. These men came, and,
as the wise men were the most powerful, the poor fools were put
6. The Coming of into subjection to them. They were called "cadets" (meaning
the Foolish approximately "little cads"), and they were put under a strong
military government, and set to travel
the devious routes of knowledge.
The government of the kingdom is an absolute mon-
archy, the supreme power being vested in the king, who is
however a military official specifically.
7. Government His prime minister has charge of the
civil affairs. Like the more civilized
kingdoms, however, supreme judgment is reserved to a senate
of wise men, called the "discipline committee." To come before this august body means
death, or years of imprisonment, and they are as much feared as were the "Terrible Ten"
of Venice. The cadets were divided into subdivisions for religious worship, and each
of these divisions is under the command of subordinate cadet sub-chiefs. The king is
commander-in-chief of the army.
The religion of these people was varied. Among the faculty, where no belief
was enforced, it was widely divergent, as there were Jews, Russians, Englishmen, Dagoes,
Chinese, and Cubans, each having his particular religion, or none.
8. Religion Among the cadets, however, there was an enforced military idolatry.
The king, as High Priest, compelled the worship of the gods of war,
one of them named Dril and the other called Revilee. There were regular formations for
the worship of these idols ; and woe to him who dared to come late or to be absent.
The first king was Edward, the First, known as the Garling. His prime minister
was Lord Strode. The two remained in office but a short while, but King Edward accom-
plished wonders in his short reign. He organized the
9. Reign of King Edward cadets, and appointed his sub-chiefs, and, in spite of
/. (The Garling) its newness, got the worship of Dril and Revilee well-
founded in the minds of the cadets. It was during his
reign that the famous "Prince of Acrobats," Jo-jo the Great, visited the capital, and
astonished his audience by his feats of agility.
The reign of this, the second monarch of the
infant kingdom, and his new prime minister, Sir Ebie
Craghed, was s'g-
10. Reign of King Tee Que nalized by nothing
(Indian-Killer) . The Great Fire of importance ex-
cept the Great Fire,
which destroyed the Temple of Knowledge and Wor-
ship, and burned many valuable records, among them the famous "World's Almanac."
LOSS OF WORLD S ALMANAC
We are told, in the records, that the guardian of this priceless volume sat for hours, and
wept because of the loss, believing that its destruction was an ill-omen. However, as we
shall see, this was not the case.
THE MEDIEVAL PERIOD
From the Great Fire to the Hegira (95 B. C. to 8 A. D.)
This period is the longest in the history of these interesting people. It covers a
period :n which the infant kingdom accomplished some of its greatest triumphs. During
the first years of ths period the Temple of Knowledge
//. The Netv Kingdom was rebuilt.
Also, during this period, under the skillful direc-
tion of Duke Walter (The Meritous), another cadet religion sprang into prominence.
This was that famous religion known as Athletics, and its gods, Bassbawl, and Trac,
threatened the idols of War, Dril and Revillee; and it
21. The Rise of Athletics took all the efforts of King Edward II. to keep his faith
alive. The
devotees of the new gods were called
"teams," and they contended with the teams
of neighbor ng tribes for the supremacy.
The first ruler in this new period was
King Edward II. His prime minister THE R1SE 0F athletics
was Sir Henry Hartz. During this reign, the cadets were divided into two subdivisions,
according to ability, both mental and physical. Formerly there had been only two
divisions. The new divisions were called Seenyers, Juneyers, Soffs, Fretchs, and
Prepps, ranging in mental ability from Seenyers down. The physical requirement was
that one was a good rider, and did not follow the
13. Reign of King Edward II. religion of athletics, for the devotees of which the
( 77ie Scrapper) faculty had formed a violent dislike, and refused
to allow to advance from one division to another.
In the second year of Edward's reign, the Seenyers, led by one of their leading men, Sir
Andrew Cease-r, rebelled, and made the rulers of the kingdom release them from the con-
fines of the kingdom, and made them promise that thereafter each year the Seenyers should
be allowed to depart from the Kingdom.
After Edward II. came Augustus, called the Inert, because of his hatred of
exertion. His prime minister was the same as before, Sir Henry Hartz. Augustus was
one of the faculty,
14. Reign of Augustus and was made ruler
(The Inert) of the kingdom be-
cause of the fame he
had acquired through his founding of the great "X
Change," an institution for the purpose of chang-
ing the cadet's money from the denomination of AUGustus acquiring a fortune
their home countries to that of the Clemsonii, which was called "books." This money
had less value than that of the cadets' home countries.
During the reign of King Augustus, occurred the well-known Turkey Rebellion.
The king discovered one of the cadets foraging for turkey on one of the holidays.
Augustus attempted to seize the bird, and the cadet
15. The Turkey Rebellion struck the king
violently across
the august head, and beat him badly. The
cadet was sentenced to death by the discipline
committee, for attempted assassination of the king.
Soon, however, Augustus's "X Change"
, . , i r L" J 1 ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATION OF AUGUSTUS
duties became too heavy tor him, and he gave
up the rulership, and left the kingdom in the hands of Sir Henry Hartz until another
ruler should be selected. This period has been popularly
16. The Year of Unrule called the year of unrule, because it was not under the rule
of a king; but during this reign the "Athletes" gained their
greatest strength, and the worship of Dril and Revilee ebbed low. The Athletes made
their faction popular by defeating all their neighbors, but the tribe of the Carolinii. Fail-
ing to win in a religious battle, the cadets fought valiantly in a military way, but the matter,
fortunately, was arbitrated, and an armed truce was declared between the two tribes.
About the middle of this reign, a new prime minister was elected. This was Sir Patmell.
After this year, came the reign of the sweet-voiced king, Edgar. The Athletics
continued strong in his reign, but he restored the idols, and kept them up. During his
reign there arose a man among the "Ath-
17. Reign of King Edgar (The Singer) letes" who was to become famous. He was
an enthusiastic devotee of the gods, Fut-
bawl and Bassbawl, the now well-known "Jonny."
After the Singer came Charles, the Muddy; Count Patmell was still in power.
During this reign, the Seenyer Rebellion leader, Sir Andrew Cease-r, returned to the king-
dom as ruler of the Prepps, who had become so
18. King Charles (The Muddy) strong that it was decided that they needed more
cadet government. Sir Andrew soon had them
humbled, and, so well did he govern them that he was known as "King of the Prepps.
King Charles was very slack in the cause of religion, and soon the military idolatry,
restored by King Edgar, was overthrown, and hardly any worship of the two gods was
observed. One of the priests of the religion,
19. Overthrow of the Military Idols known as an Inspector, from a neighboring
State, came to observe the worship, but King
Charles persuaded him to taste of the fruit of the vine, and the Inspector went away satis-
fied that, like Caesar's wife, the Clemsonii were above reproach in matters spiritual.
However, things were to change.
After King Charles, came the reign of King Josiah I. Th ; s reign was known as the
"Reign of Terror." This vigorous monarch immediately set about remedying the religious
conditions. He sternly put down all attempts at
20. King Josiah I. (The Stern) escaping the worship of them, and made the cadets
famous as worshipers of the idol, Dril.
The greatest event of this reign was, however, the Hegira, of April First, 8 A. D.
Three hundred of the cadets rebelled against the rulers on Apr 1 First, 8 A.D., and led by
some of their number, marched away to a nearby
21. The First of April, 8 A.D. city. On their return, they submitted to imprison-
ment; were tried by the terrible "Committee," and,
to the surprise of all, the latter generously gave
the rebellious three hundred a two months'
leave of absence from the kingdom. After
this, the three hundred rebels were known






The Hegira had such an important bearing on the kingdom that from it we date
the beginning of the modern history of the Clemsonii. It awoke them to the fact that the
terrible committee was still on the job ; that the influence
22. Results of the Hegira of the "Prince of Acrobats" was still present, and
working; it turned the eyes of the world on them; it
weakened the cause of the Athletes by loss of material, and hurt the Juneyers, Soffs,
Fretchs, and Prepps in the same way.
During the years of this reign, the power of Count Patmell had been steadily
increasing, until finally he grew so strong that he told King Josiah that the latter's
Filipino secretary would have to become a natural-
23. The Downfall of Josiah ized Clemsonii, or leave the kingdom. This mani-
festly unfair treatment, in view of the fact that there
were Jews, Germans, Dagoes, and Huns among the faculty, so enraged the king that he,
in protest, wrote that now famous book "Rules and Regulations," and resigned his office.
After Josiah, came Prince Andrew, The
Fast Runner. The Prince was one of the faculty,
who beheved ardently in the gods Dril and Revillee,
so he was put
24. Reign of Prince Andrew on the throne
(The Fast Runner) by Count Pat-
mell. Andrew
got his name, Fast Runner, by a record he made one night when, traveling incognito
through his domains, he discovered two of the cadets breaking the law. Single-handed,
ANDREW, THE FAST-RL'NNER
the brave prince dashed upon the marauders
; placed his good right eye in front of the fist of
one of them, and as the offender turned to flee tripped him, and, before he could escape,
seized the luckless law-breaker's cap. The prince's detective instincts now asserted them-
selves, and by splendid work he succeeded in discovering, from a card in the captured
cap, whom he had caught. This one brave act endeared the Prince to the Clemsonii.
After Prince Andrew, came King Marcus, who inaugurated the "Era of Good-
feeling." Two years after his coronation, the old Prime Min-
ister, Count Patmell,
25. King Marcus (The Gentle) grew tired of his arduous
duties, and turned the
reins over to Duke Walter (The Meritous), a man who had
become powerful with the cadets by his mnovation of the
Athletic sect.
THE DETECTIVE AGENCY ON
THE TRAIL
In the second year of King Marcus' re ; gn, one of the best known cadets who ever
was a Clemsonii departed. Sir Robert de Niccles took service under "King" Cease-r, of
the Prepps, sometime between '98 A.D. and 08 A.D.,
26. Sir Robert de Niccles and faithfully performed the duties of a cadet for many
years. He departed amid the mingled tears and cheers
of the Clemsonii. Before his departure,
however, he made a memorable address
before the assembled Fretches on "The
Results of Cruelty to Animals; Especially
Ponies."
King Marcus, I'ke King Charles, *-
was not very religious, and allowed the
worship of Dril and Revilee to fall into RESULTS 0F
CRUELTY T0 AN1MALS
disuse. But, goaded by the Inspectors, he tned to
27. Second Overthrow of Idols make a change by instituting a detective agency
under the charge of a foreigner, S. Levi, and Gen.
Sir Harry Slone. These men vigorously persecuted the lawbreakers, but without avail.
During this reign, the efforts of Duke Walter and others brought peace between
the Clemsonii and the Carolinii, and the religious
28. Peace With the Carolinii struggles of the god, Futbawl, were resumed.
In the latter part of the "Era of Good Feel-
ing," trade between faculty and cadets picked up. Augustus, the Inert, st 'II controlling
the "X Change," got so much trade that he introduced into the
kingdom an automobile. The com-
29. Rise of Trade mander of a cadet society known as
the Y. M. C. A., Robert, "El Swee- Toot«,
nee," became famous by establishing the first department store in
the kingdom, and became a merchant prince through the use of
1 1
• • "\/ iv/r r> n A • " a i AUGUSTUS IMPORTS
the advertising maxim, You May Call Again. Another automobile
FIRST DEPARTMENT STORE IN THE KINGDOM
money-making scheme, rivaling the famous "Mississippi Bubble," was the great "Roomtee,"
conducted by Count Hubert de Rosser.
After Marcus, came the Second
Josiah. He, like the First, was an ardent
devotee of Dril and Revilee, and soon had
the sacrificial fires burning brightly. Though
fanatically favoring Dril and Revilee, King
Josiah II. was also a member of the Athletic
sect, and did all in his power to help them.
In the first year of his reign, too, the Seen-
yers, got their ex/raordinary privileges. He,
30. King Josiah II. (The Soldier) however, is a tyrranical ruler, and is intensely jealous
of any attempt to question his authority.
However, one of the blighting events of the first of this reign was the loss of the
yearly battle at Columbia, with the Carolinii. These old enemies of the Clemsonii
triumphed, and the Gamecock crowed over the
Second Battle of Columbia fighting flag of the Clemsonii, the Tiger. How-
ever, peace was preserved this time.
Time alone can say what lies before the now flourishing kingdom of the Clem-
They are on the verge of a concurrence of religions, where Dril, Revilee, and
Athletics will join for mutual benefit; the "X Change" and the
Conclusion department store will flourish as never before; and probably a
Ford will take the place of the Brush ; and a majestic building
















Ol)£ 1912 Jfootball Season
^^^^"* HE football season was r.ot a success from the point of view of games won
A and lost ; but :t was successful in one way.
In the squad, such men as Parker, Randle, Bristol, McDaniels, Gee, Schroe-
der, Logan, Pressley, and Stribling had their first varsity experence. Turbeville also
played his first year of football, but, since he graduates in June, he has played his last.
All the other men mentioned return, together with Carson, Schilletter, Gandy,
James, Lewis, and Webb, who have played two or more years of varsity football. It
can readily be seen that the 1913 season has the best outlook that Clemson has experi-
enced since her teams have been classed as secondary ones. Lack of seasoned and
experienced material is the cause, and with the advantages offered the colleges with
which we compete, it makes a tremendous handicap for Clemson to overcome.
The games as a whole were well played, with the exception of the Carolina game.
Howard was badly beaten as a starter, followed by an easy victory over River-
side.
The Auburn game was played in a sea of mud, and the l'ghter Tiger team
acquitted themselves well, though defeated 27 to 7.
Citadel was trounced, in an interesting game full of spectacular offensive work.
Citadel exhibited a great forward passing game, but could not meet the steady attack
of Clemson. Score, 52 to 14.
The game of the year, at Columbia, was a repetition of the two previous ones,
with the score reversed. Carolina had the best team, and deserved to win, though not
so decisively as 27 to 7.
Georgia beat us 26 to 7, and we, in turn, defeated Mercer, at Macon, 22 to 1 3.
The Mercer game was one of the best of the year. Tech won the Turkey Day game,
but found a much harder proposition than Clemson has tendered her in the last six years.
The score, 20 to 0, doesn't really indicate the relative strength of the two teams. A




GANDY, A. P ...Left Tackle
Turbeville, A. C Right Guard
James, B. M Halfback
KANGETER, J. H Halfback
Webb, S. C Fullback
STRIBLING, J. W ...Substitute Back
PRESSLEY, E. H Halfback
Coles, M Halfback
Logan, J. R .....Halfback
CAUGHMAN, K. G Substitute Fullback
Lewis, A. P Left End
Gee, C. F Right End
SCHILLETTER, W. A Left Guard
Carson, J. L Center
PARKER, H. L Substitute Center
BRISTOL, H. W. Substitute Lineman
BRITT, W. B.. Captain Right Tackle
LAWTON, M. S Manager
DOBSON, F. M Coach
BRITT, Captain Right Tackle
Third Year on Team
Injured in early season, was unable to do
himself justxe. A steady man in all depart-
ments.
Carson Center
Third Year on Team
Developed into a splendid center. Passed
well, and was strong on defense.
Bristol _ Sub-1
F rst Year on Team
Strong, steady on defense.
inernan
CaUGHMAN Halfback and End
'0L Second Year on Team
Fine tackier and excellent defensive
player. Carried the ball nicely.
COLES „. Halfback
Third Year on Team
Fine open-field runner, the fastest man on
the team, and a good tackier. Returned




GANDY, Captain-Elect Left Tackle
Second Year on Team
Fastest man in line. Ran with the ball
from tackle for steady gains all season.
Gee End
First Year on Team
Strong and fearless. Injury kept him out
of majority of games.
James Halfback
Second Year on Team
Strong runner through the line and around
the ends. Good defensive halfback.
KANGETER Halfback
Third Year on Team
Strong defensive player, and good on inter-
ference.
Lewis End
Second Year on Team
Very fast, and best handler of forward
passes on team; also best punter.
Logan Halfback
First Year on Team
Very fast; especially strong carrying the
ball off tackle.
McDaniel






First Year on Team
Promise for next year.
Pressley
First Year on Team
A good, very steady line plunger.
Halfback
Randle




Second Year on Team
Steadiest man in the line ; very little ground
gained over him. In every minute of every
game.
STRIBLING ...End and Fullback
First Year on Team
A good man at both places. Dumped inter-
ference nicely. Good punter.
TURBEVILLE Guard
First Year on Team
Charged hard, and played a consistent
game. A mainstay on defense.
WEBB Fullback
Second Year on Team
Most reliable man to carry the ball, and
very fast, running well in the open. He was
punter, and ran the team. He backed up the
line in fine style.
PIP^^
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(Tbampions in Class .football 1913
B. M. James Coach
J. B. DOUTHIT __ Manager
G. H. Brown ..Captain
H. R. Stender Right End
C. C. Thornton Right Tackle
C. E. DEsCHAMPS Right Guard
E. HANVEY Center
J. G. OETZEL ..Left Guard
A. B. Carson Left Tackle
G. H. Brown _ Left End
T. W. THORNHILL Quarterback
J. C. BARKSDALE _ Right Halfback
C. R. Emerson Left Halfback
E. R. Gilmore Fullback
Substitutes—F. H. McDonald, F. J. Jervey, W. F. Brawley, F. H. Rob-
ertson, R. F. Jenkins, J. W. McLure, D. K. Banks.

baseball Season of 1912
^^^^ HE season found us very much unprepared, for with but few of the 1911 reg-
A ulars, it left many places to be filled. But the Freshman Class came to the
rescue, together with two of the second string men, and a team was gotten
together that enjoyed the best season of the past five years or more. A record of eleven
victories and six defeats is a mighty good one—when it is remembered that among these
are two games with Auburn and one with Tech. One team won a series from us, that
one team being Georgia, the second choice among S. I. A. A. teams. In fact, our team
was entitled to share third place with Georgia Tech. in the S. I. A. A., Vanderbilt and
Georgia leading the list.
Just a few words about the mdividuals comprising the team.
Captain Rivers played his last year as a Tiger, and finished a brilliant career as
one of the most valuable ball players Clemson ever had. His hitting was hard and
timely, and he fielded consistently well. With this, he ;s also a fimshed pitcher.
"Doc." Ezell pitched the team to victory on many occasions, and proved to be
one of the three leading pitchers of the South in college baseball.
The infield was composed of Coles, third base; Cureton, shortstop; Hiers, sec-
ond base; and Thomas first base. The two former are the team's best base-runners, and
played a "jam-up" game afield. Hiers and Thomas took care of the left side of the
diamond, and acquitted themselves well.
In the outfield, Schroeder, Martin, and Rivers were the regulars, and this trio
made an excellent hitting and fielding combination, and also took a turn in the box.
The season furnished one particular star. Yeargm, a Freshman, was the best
catcher in the State, and coupled with h's backstopping an ability to hit. All depart-
ments considered, he was the team's most valuable man.
Bigham, Her, and Webb played the utility role, and each one showed great prom-


















aLEMSON is justly proud of her record in track athletics. Although this line of
athletics has been in existence here only for the past eight years, yet Clemson
is synonorr.ous with Champion of the South. It is gratifying indeed to know
that we have won the majority of the S. I. A. A. and dual meets in which we have
competed, and that we now hold five of the thirteen S. I. A. A. records. Most of these
<r.re of recent date, speaking well for our present standing.
We would be ungrateful were we to fail to pay tribute to the one who has, for
"pleasure," persistently and efficiently coached our team for the past eight years, and to
whom our success is due, Dr. Calhoun. He is ably assisted by Professor Gardiner, who
has figured largely in the development of sprints and weights.
As we review the past season, although we d ;d not win the championship, we
cannot but feel proud of the men who struggled for us on the cinder path, or handled
the stubborn weights. The outcome of the season was indeed gratifying, in view of the
fact that we had lost so many valuable men of the previous year, and such a small
number of men were entered in the important meets.
The dual meet with Tech was marked by the same antagonistic spirit as
is usual in a contest between the Tigers and ^1 ellow Jackets. The meet was not decided
till the last event was over, and the Tigers won, 66 to 51.
The track team of '12 enjoyed one great distinction, being given the most extensive
and pleasurable trip ever accorded a Clemson team. They were away from college ten
days, traveling over fifteen hundred miles, stopping two days in Birmingham, Ala., and
having a week's stay in the historic old city of New Orleans.
The team work in the A. A. U. meet in Birmingham was fine, and Clemson got
second place in both college and general meets, and brought back the cup given for
the relay race. The spirit and work of the team was no less good at the S. I. A. A.
meet, in New Orleans, but the humid atmosphere seemed to exert a depressing influence,
which was very noticeable in the meet. The meet, however, was not decided until after
the relay race, which counted ten points. Owing to the small number of men taken,
each member of our team was entered in at least three events, so our relay team was
nearly exhausted before the race. The feature of the meet was the new record for the
mile, set by Lewis in a sensational race.
The future of the team is indeed bright this year. We were fortunate in losing
but two men last season, so we have our old team intact, with promising additions. Lewis,
\\ aid, LeGrande. Kyzer. and others will take care of the spnnts; Provost and Strbhng
will figure as hurdlers: and Stnbling will vault: while Kaminer, Gandy, W est, and Turbe-
ville will handle the weights. We predict a very successful season for Clemson.

Orack, 1912
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun Coach
Prof. M. S. Gardiner Assislo.nl Coach
E. T. Prevost Manager
A. C. Turbeville Captain
+ 4-
Oeam
Lewis Mile and relay race
Ward Half --mile, quarter-mile, and relay race
PROVOST Low hurdles, high hurdles, and relay race
HlLL 100-yard dash, quarter mile, and relay race
Ezell (Captain '1I-'12) Hammer, shot put, and discus
Turbeville Hammer, shot put, and discus
LeGrande 100-yard dash and 220-yard dash
Kyzer 100-yard dash and 220-yard dash










Kaminer Hammer, shot put, and discus
Loadholt Mil*
Banks Pole vault and high jump
West Hammer, shot put, and discus
Witherspoon 100-yard dash and 220-yard dash
(EUmson X3racK 3\ecor6s
Event Holder Record
100-yard dash (S. I. A. A.) N. E. BvRD, '10 9.4/5 seconds
220-yard dash (S. I. A. A.) N. E. Byrd, '10 22.3/5 second:
440-yard dash M. H. Epps, 'II 51.3/5 seconds
Half-mile (S. I. A. A.) A. H. Ward, '14 2 minutes, 5 seconds
Mile (S. I. A. A.) A. P. Lewis, '14 4 minutes, 43.2/5 seconds
Low hurdles G. Warren, '07 27 seconds
High hurdles R. G. Stevens, '11 16.1/5 seconds
Pole vault (S. I. A. A.) R. G. Stevens. '11 11 feet, 6 inches
Broad jump N. E. Byrd, '10 21 feet, IOj/2 inches
H:gh jump E. R. McIver, '06 5 feet, 7 inches
Hammer throw J. F. EzELL, '12 117 feet, 2 inches
Discus throw A. C. TURBEVILLE, '13 103 feet, 21/2 inches









Summary of (Tlemson's Record for the Jpast Seven ^ears
Meets Won Lost
5 S. I. A. A 3 1 second. 1 third
2 A. A. U 1 1 second
16 Dual 13 3
S. 3. ZA. ZX. StUet of 1912
HELD ON FIELD OF TULANE UNIVERSITY, NEW ORLEANS. MAY 18
100-yard dash — — 10 2 5 seconds
Coleman (Tulane). Curlin (Yandy). B. Smith (Tulane).
220-yard dash 22 3 5 reconds
Coleman (Tulane), Curlin (\ andy). Upton (L. S. U.).
440-yard dash
Walmsey (Tulane). Copelar.d (Yandy). Ward (C. A. C).
Half-mile - _. 2 minutes. 5 2 5 seconds
S. Johnson (Yandy). Ward (C A. C). Gill (Yandy).
Mile 4 minutes. 43 2 5 seconds
Lewis (C A. C). Parker (Miss. A. & M.). S. JoHnson (Yandy).
Low hurdles 27 4 5 seconds
Jennings (Miss. A. & M.). Chester (Yandy). Provost (C. A. C).
High hurdles ___ 17 2 5 seconds
Jennings (Miss. A. & M.). Crer'er (Yandy). Provo t (C. A. C).
High jump 5 feet. 8 1 i inches
Werlen (Tulane). Folser (C tadel). Evans (L. S. U).
Broad jump .21 feet. 8 inches
Morrison (Yandy). Coleman (Tulane). Curlin (Yandy).
Pole vault 10 feet. 6 3 4 inches
Hawkins (L. S. U.). Folger (Citadel). Evans (L. S. U.).
Shot put .38 feet. 1 1 ' 2 inchc
Turbeville (C A. C). Dutton (L. S. U.). L tile (L. S. U.).
Discus 107 feet. 5' i inches
Little (L. S. U.). Dutton (L. S. U.). Turbeville (C A. C).
Hammer throw _ 137 feet. 7' i inches







basket -^&all Season of 1913
/^^^' HE basket-ball team, although but two years old, has made as favorable an
A ^\ impression as any team that has ever represented the college. In so short a
^^^ time, basket-ball has commanded recognition as a major sport, and within the
next three years, will be on as sound a basis as other sports. The team's showing of
thirteen victories and five defeats in two years is sufficient evidence of the splendid record
it claims.
Individually, the team is made up of excellent material, which has made rapid
strides in its development. Capt. Jas. Erwin is the best-scoring player in the State; and,
in his younger brother, John, has a worthy competitor for that honor. Around these
two boys and Caughman, guard, the team's offense was arranged, which fact was easily
seen when you consult the players' records.
Kangeter, guard, was the team's mainstay on defense, and in this department he
was given excellent support by Provost and Ward, the latter being also a clever scorer.
Evans, Ezell, and Glover acquitted themselves well as utility men.
Teamwork was always in evidence and, with few exceptions, the boys sacrificed
all individual honor for the team's good. In no game is this fact so noticeable as in
basket-ball.
While the team loses four veterans by graduation, still prospects for years to
come are good. With Ward, John Erwin, Glover, Lewis, Morgan, and others as a
nucleus, a winning combination can be had.

basket -!ftall Z3eam
Erwin, Jas., Captain ...Center
Excellent shot, and fine leader. Very fast, and a good floor man.
ERWIN, Jno Forward and Guard
Fine point getter, and very aggressive. In every play.
CAUGHMAN Guard and Forward
A well-balanced offensive and defensive player.
KANGETER Guard
Strong defensive guard. Good safety man.
Ward Forward
Good man in all departments
Provost Forward




Did well at both guard and forward.
Glover Substitute
A likely man for next year.
WINNERS OF DOUBLES AND SINGLES IN SOUTHERN
INTERCOLLEGIATE TENNIS ASSOCIATION TOURNAMENT
Oetmis at (Tlemson in 1912
BY defeating Carolina in singles in the State Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament,at Spartanburg, Clemson retained the silver trophy cup which she won last
year. J. O. Erwin, Jr., representing Clemson, outclassed Waring, represent-
ing Carolina, in every set, and was an easy winner. By score of 6 to 0, 6 to 1
,
6 to 2, Erwin won his way to the finals by defeatmg Furman and Woffoid, rather easily.
In the doubles, Clemson had hard luck. It was a "scrap" between the Erwin
brothers, for Clemson, and the Waring brothers, for Carolina. Carolina won 6 to 3,
3 to 6, 7 to 5, in a match which proved to be the most exciting of the tournament, and
Carolina got the doubles trophy.
With John Erwin back next year, coupled with Thornton in the doubles, Clem-
son should retain her present proud position in tennis in the State.
Ol)£ <&£mnasium Oeam
W. G. McLEOD .....Manager
W. E. Bowers Chief Acrobat
W. H. Frampton Clorvn
Folger, D. F. Sloan, D. M.
Hellams, R. B. Williamson, R. E.
Osborn, F. Wright, R. D.
Prof. M. S. Gardiner ...Instructor
^ifle Club
AFFILIATED WITH NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
A. C. TuRBEVILLE ..President
W. W. HERBERT. Treasurer
J. A. BERLY Secretary























Col. J. M. Cummins Capt. T. P. Duckett
Winner of medal for best individual shot in 1912
Capt. H. L. Sloan
H. W. Anderson, '12
EflSnFflE
'm "^lock C" (Hub
%k J. H. K.ANGETER President
% W. B. BRITT Vice-President
R. B. EZELL _.5ccre<ari; anJ Treasurer
M. Coles E. T. Provost
R. B. Cureton H. F. Rivers
J. O. Erwin W. A. Schilletter
A. P. Gandy A. C. Turbeville
J. L. Hiers A. H. Ward


















OFFICERS CALHOUN LITERARY SOCIETY
Calhoun Ctferar? Society
W. W. HERBERT.. President, First Quarter
T. F. Davis President, Second Quarter
F. H. LATHROP President, Third Quarter
J. L. Seal. President, Fourth Quarter
Anderson, F. C. Harris, T. G. Patrick, C. S.
Anderson, G. M. Hollidav, F. G. Pickens, \V. A.
Bigby, W. A. Hopkins. D. R. Quattlebaum, H. H.
Barksdale, J. C. Jackson, B. M. Rabb S W
Benjamin R N. James, B. M Richards, J. P.
Bomar. W. M. La.dlaw, R. E. Rq w a
Boone, T. E. Lewis, J. J. c D ,_,




Boyleston, N. E. Mather, R. F. Simpson, J. A.
Campbell, L. O. Mathews, E. W. Smith, H. L.
Cox, M. E. McGee, H. S. Stokes, C. E.
Dargan, G. C. McGinnis, P. W. Stribling. F. D.
Douthit, J. B. Moore, J. S. Taylor, \V. A.
Dlnlap, C. K. Myers, P. E. Thornton, C. C.
Dunlap, J. E. Newton. J. L. Thornton, R. P.
Fant, R. W. Norris, J. E. Trotter, A. M.
Frampton, W. H. Osborne, F. Vaughn, C. L.
Green, M. C. Pate, E. H. Wilkerson. W. B.
OFFICERS COLUMBIAN LITERARY SOCIETY
(Tolumbiau dt<trar£ Society
D. L. CANNON President, First Quarter
H. A. HAGOOD President, Second Quarter
C. P. YoUMANS President, Third Quarter
J. F. PEARSON ...President, Fourth Quarter
Armstrong, G. M. Hendricks, C. M. Monroe, J. B.
Ashmore, C. J. Holmes, L. F. Park, A. D.
Baker, C. L. Jefferies, W. N. Pearce, G. H.
Byrd, E. M. Jenkins, R. F. Pennell, R. E.
Carson, J. L. Jeter, W. R. Richbourg. J. W.
Edmonds M.
JoneS) w d Shields, H. L. B.
Ez™' R B KyzER ' W - T - SpROTT * W " T - R
Ferguson, F. M. LeGette, F. C. Stoudemire, C. E.
Foster S W Littlejohn, C. E. Suggs, H. L.
Gandy.A. P. Loadholt, J. T. Swinehart, G. E.
Garris', E. W. McAlhany, T. D. Tarrant, L. R.
Hankinson, J. C. I^cBride, J. N. Thrower, J. R.
Harmon, G. D. Mellette, F. M. Tinsley, D. D.
Harrison, J. F'. Miley, J. West, C. F.
TURBD/ILLE
OFFICERS PALMETTO LITERARY SOCIETY
.palmetto Citerarv Society
A. C. TuRBEVILLE President, First Quarter
W. G. McLeod President, Second Quarter
J. W. PERRIN President, Third Quarter
C. J. KlXG President, Fourth Quarter
Amme, D. A. Haddox, T. C. Richards, S. M.
Andrews, N. Z. Hanvey, E. Ridgill, R. H.
Banks, D. H. Heriot. H. A. Rogers, T. B.
Banks, D. K. Hill, G. L. Sanders, J. \V.
Banks, W. D. Hunter, M. \V. Shealv, J. W.
Barker, H. D. Hunter, W. J. Smith, M. A.
Bell, O. R. Jennings, T. A. Smith, P. N.
Blair, J. D. Johnstone. F. S. Smoak, A. S.
Blankenship. B. C Kangeter, J. H. Sowell, H. E.
Boggs, J. K. King, C. J. Stribling, S. C.
Boggs, L. A. Lawton, M. S. Teal, W. A.
Bouson, F. W. McCullough, J. Thomas, M G.
Bowers, W. E. McDonald, F. H. Turbeville, A. C.
Boyd, A. R. McElyeen, A. V. Turbeville, J. E.
Brockington, J. H. McLeod, \V. G. Usher, A. B.
Clark, J. D. Minis, J. F. Wannamaker, W. B.
Crouch, A. M. Morris, C. Ward, A. H.
Dantzler. F. C. Nelson, P. B. Ward, C. W.
Derham, J. P. Padgett, H. T. Warner, H. T.
Dukes, H. H. Pearlstine, L C. Wells, J. H. S.
DuRant, N. L. Perrin, J. W. Williamson, S.
Evans, A. J. Pruitt, A. R. Williams, W. R.
Gentry, T. C. Reaves, R. H. Witherspoon, S. M.
^Agricultural Society
A. C. TURBEVILLE President
T. F. Davis._ .Vice-President
\V. G. McLEOD Secretary and Treasurer
Alexander, R. A. Hale, P. S. Mellette, F. M.
Anderson, G. M. Herbert, W. W. Myers, P. E.
Banks, W. D. Hiers, J. L. Patrick, C. S.
Bouson, F. W. Hodges, F. Pearce, G. H.
Bowers, W. E. Hutson, L. D. Perrin, J. W.
Boyleston, H. G. King, C. J. Seal, J. L.
Cannon, D. L. Kyzer, W. T. Smarr, W. L.
Carpenter, P. M. Lachicotte, A. H. Stokes, C. E.
Coles, M. Lathrop, F. H. Yeargin, B. F.
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BIBLE CLASS LEADERS
llamas 11 Carlisle !&ibk Class
Prof. Wm. S. Morrison Teacher
J. W. PERRIN .- - ----- President
C. J. KING.. -- ...Vice-President
H. L. PARKER — — ...Secretary and Treasurer
Anderson, F. C. Haddon, T. C. Sherar, W. A.
Bell, O. R. Hankinson, J. C. Shields, H. L.
Blackmon, J. F. , Jackson, R. Smarr, W. L.
Boyd, J. T. Lemmon, D. G. Smith, W. C.
Briggs, G. R. Littlejohn, C. E. Sowell, H. C.
Cheatham, R. J. Lowery, T. M. Stribling, J. N.
Clark, J. D. Martin, P. A. Tarrant, L. R.
Crouch, A. M. McElveen, A. V. Usher, A. B.
Ezell, R. B. Morrison, W. A. Vaughan, C L.
Ferguson, J. M. Murray, J. J. Verner, L. W.
Foster, S. W. Pate, E. H. Williamson, S.
Gilmore, E. R. Patrick, W. T. Wise, J. R.
Green, M. C. Pennell, R. E. Woodward, J. T.
<o\)<i .Association Singers
W. B. WlLKERSON Director
D. L. Cannon Manager
C. W. Webb Pianist
First Tenors: KlNG, PARKER
Second Tenors: CANNON, McDonald
First Bass: McLEOD, BoYD, PRICE
Second Bass: WlLKERSON, EzELL, TuRBEYILLE
Baritone: Bowers
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Dedication for ""life"
f^ " o those men who were so open with their
4 *^ purse-strings, even when a fellow de-
^^^^ sired to subscribe to the same college
publication twice in the same year; who came
across, even if the dark brown taste of the
previous dun was still in their mouth.
to the men who financed our dances; who
bought our girls candy, and outwardly enjoyed
the privilege; to the men who could understand
when we couldn't find our way through the
mazes of "trig." and calculus, and sympathized;
and who, when we did solve these difficulties,
were ready with the reward of duty well done.
In short, to the men to whom we owe our
every college pleasure, we dedicate this part
of our book
bellows. Our ~£><\bs\
ytix on tt>e Slan^
/^^*~' AKE it from us, kid, there's no nourishment in slinging the slang stuff. That's
M ^M a cinch. Slang's all to the bad. It don't get you anywhere. Forget that
^^^ Norwegian college professor who says the American slang is the swell talk.
He's trying to put one over on us. Either somebody's been handing him a lemon or else
he's trying to con us. Listen! You can't make a hit with the tony guys unless you get
a little style into your lingo. The trouble with slang is that it puts your vocabulary on
the blink in a jiffy. And then when you want to have a touch of high life and throw the




"Konsider the postage stamp, my son; its usefulness consists in its ability to stick
to one thing till it gets there."
I am an old man, and have had many troubles—most of which never existed.
The best thing about a diploma is that the recipient is out of college.
Our next meal may be the least of our troubles; but still we all have our burdens.
You can tell the character of pictures exhibited in a nickel theater by the smell of
the place.
A man with no bad habits "to speak of" usually has some that are unmentionable.
A dollar doesn't breed in captivity.
A knocker might be all right if he'd knock to the right person.
The fellow who is always trying to get somebody's goat always gets butted.
A principle involving only five cents isn't a pnnciple.
Do your Christmas swapping early.
What is a bar without a footrail?
Some women's favorite color is rouge.
Immodesty is largely a matter of silk stockmgs.
Speaking of noisy and splashy table manners, how about the fellow with a pipe




Clemston College, fe. C, gprtl I, 1912
DELINQUENCY REPORT OF COMPANY
CADET REPORTED DELINQUENCY REPORTING OFFICE'*
Rabb, S. W.—Assuming instruclor's authority in Textile Department Professor "Swine"
Youmans, C. P.—Bathing too often Barnwell, J. W.
Barnwell, J. W.—Too D d Military Youmans, C. P.
McGee, H. S.—Loafing, and continually neglecting duty The Faculty
KENNERLY, H. S.—Being too strict with Corn Club Boys Mr. Hobdy
HoDCES, F.—Butting in with Chicora girls Dr. Byrd
GiLMORE, W. C.—Disturbing other cadets by crying during study hours Company "I"
Pearce, G. H.—Sticking to his "Bud" at the Fair Bob Sweeney
Penn'ELL, R. E.—Making "moonshine" in laboratory "Swine"
FRICK, G. E.—Using textile paint for personal use.
Hanahan, J. E.-—Trying to wreck textile machinery by putt ng finger in gear McSwain
BcYLESTON, H. G.—Off limits in Guard-room Colonel Cummins
Stoudemire, C. E.—Deserting Senior Privates Senior Privates
Provost, E. T.—Trying to hurdle his shadow on track Dr. Calhoun
Kangeter, J. H.—Adjutant drilling with Company .Colonel Cummins
King, C. J.—Not studying Faculty
King, J. F.—Officer failing to do duty Hutson, L. D.
Hutson, L. D.—Looking meek at drill Captain Duckett
Coles, M.—Agricultural student not knowing lettuce from beets Professor Hutchinson
Todd, J. N.—Selling articles at cost Professor Shanklin
Evans, A. J.—Trying to take my place "Joe" Barnwell
BROWN, S. K.—Making unnecessary noise Major Rabb
Park, A. D.—Extravagance in buying carnations Best Girl
HlERS, J. L.—Falling in love with Gen. Rosalie Jones Miss Inez Milholland
PEARSON, J. F.—Acting as nurse for cadet "Rats"
GENTRY, T. C.—Too military Faculty and Corps Cadets
Sloan, D. M.—Lying down on job General Manager S. P. R. R.
CARPENTER, P. M.—Drawing up plans to dam Green River Mayoi , Greenville
YEARGIN, B. F.—Taking too many meals in Me s-hall "Shorty"
Perrin, J. W.—Discovering his voice at the Fair Cadet Corps
PATRICK, C. S.—Using profanity Captain Duckelt
Herbert, W. W.—Off limits at Pendleton in 1908 Captain Minus
Morrison, W. E.— Being too solemn Bomar, H. J.
Bomar, H. J.—Wearing out cement walks Sam Earle
CADET REPORTED DELINQUENCY REPORTING OFFICER
BlaCKMON, L. R.—Living at my store T. G. Robertson
BRITT, W. B.—Cruelly to Assistant Commandant, in football game Captain Duckelt
Wilson, T. B.—Captain walk : ng extras Colonel Cummins
Brodie, J. E.—Studying too hard Faculty
Boggs, J. K.—Yelling in "Jo-jo's" Room Major Barnwell
Dun LAP, C. K.—Running member of faculty into bankruptcy Professor Guttz
Lathrop, F. H.—Facing to prepare his lesons Dr. Riggs
L.AWTON, M. S.—Too enlightened Colonel Cummins
Hagood, H. A.—Shooting the Senior Class Class
ERWIN, J. O.—Not toeing the mark Hiers, J. L.
Anderson. G. M.—Losing chance at promotion by "flunking" on guard-mount Second "Loos'
Bouson, F. W.—Hiding his face on drill by smiling T. B. Wilson
FlTZS MV.ONS, J. C.—Not being able to find "I said so" in the Regulat ;ons Colonel Cummins
Harrison, S. E.—Converting room into a greenhouse Seal, J. L.
Ky'ZER, W. T.—Corrupting Turbeville's morals "rC" Company
McAlhaNY, T. D.—Having too blue eyes Dingle Banks
McLeod, W. G.—Leaving me alone too much Bowers. W. E.
Newman, W. W.—Making room-mate vacate Stokes, C. E.
Rabb, S. W.—Living a low life Contractor of sidewalks
Roi'isON, R.—Vis ting Chicora under assumed name Dr. Byrd
Frampton, W. H.—Fall'ng in love with a bride-elect The Other Fellow
Banks, W. D.—Improper use of chloroform J. E. England
Lachicotte, A. H.—Preventing Heinz from making a meal of Peter Brackett, February 22—Dr. Calhoun
Davis, T. F.—Same
Bowers, W. E.—Wearing sword on drill Colonel Cummins
Seal, J. L.—Disturb ng classes in Mechanical Building by playing tennis on courts
Jones, B. M.—Creating disorder in hall by winking at another cadet —
Smarr, W. L.—Sitting down while walking post
TuRBEVILLE. A. C.—Allowing goat to stray alone around the Corn Show building—Exposition authorities
MELLETTE, F. M.—Asleep in class-room ^.Professor Brackett
MYERS, P. E.—Changing his religious beliefs from Baptist to Methodist Mr. McCaul
Seal, J. L.—Yelling in mess-hall Schilleter, A.
Robison, R.—Allowing Assistant Commandant to mistake him for a corporal Captain Duckett
Magill, J. A.—Disorderly conduct at Columbia, October 28 Foster, C.
ALEXANDER, R. A.—Spreading contagious disease. Corps of Cadets
FaNT, R. W.—Not knowing his first cousin Colonel Cummins
Cannon, D. L.—Y. M. C. A. President us ng profanity. (He said: Oh, dear!) Sweeney, R. L.
AULD, I. D.—Chewing tobacco on drill Boyle:ton. H. G.
Hale. P. S.—General ignorance The Faculty
Stokes. C. E.—Eating while corps was at attention King, J. F.
CADET REPORTED DELINQUENCY REPORTINC OFFICER
Evans, A. B.—Getting too rough in a basket-ball game Captain Wofford Team
RlVERS, H. F.—Cruelty to "Brown's Mule" Robertson, T. G.
Hall, J. D.—Bankrupting the S. P. R. R _ Senior Privates
BERRY, M. D.—Surrounding "Crip" with B. S. Senior Electricals
Heriot, H. A.—Gett ng splinter in hand from instructor's wooden leg "Crip" Dargan
FanT, R. W.—Exceeding speed limit Judge Hook
MELLETTE, F. M.—Failing to take prescribed treatment for sleeping sickness Dr. Redfern
Fant, R. W.—Cruelty to cats Inhabitants of "M. H."
Alexander, R. A.—Tearing me down Myers, P. E.
RoBISON, R.—Taking undue advantage of permit Colonel Cummins
Magill, J. A.—Allowing girl to call him "Dear James" Postmistress
TuRBEVILLE, A. C.—Getting too familiar with Professor Professor Shields
FRAMPTON, W. H.—Allowing myself to be hit in the eye with a suitcase W. H. Frampton
Respectfully submitted
Lieut.-Col. E. Hunter, Officer in Charge
.Among Our .Authors *
"The High Price of Living in Chicago," by O. R. F. Eeley, Ph.D.,
D.D., D.V.S., is a book explaining the facts, in very plain and open terms, how living is
so high in Chicago that the dimples on babies' knees are often nrstaken for those on their
chins.
"OBELIA; A PARAMOECIUM OF PARTS," by Dr. O. B. Lyre S. Ohms, the
eminent authority on psychology; is the life history of a pet paramoecium of the doctor's,
which followed him around like a dog.
"Second Travels of Baron Munchausen," by A. B. C. D. Cal. Hune,
is the autobiography of this famous traveler. It tells how he saw the Indian stand where
the college tower at Clemson College now stands, and gaze with wonder out over the
Pacific Ocean toward China, besides many other interesting and truly marvelous facts.
"The Effect of Tramping on Grass," is a simple little book dealing with
lawn grasses, and how he killed his grasses, as an experiment, by walking on them, by
Foote Masee, the eminent horticulturist.
"The Oil-Wells of South Carolina," by S. H. Eels, tells how the oil-
wells are worked in that State. The book contains some very interesting sketches of the
people of the oil-fields.
"Bacteria and Kissing," by Jeff. Mess. Hall, the well-known physician of
New York, is a well written essay on that most pertinacious habit of our young men and
women, of kissing each other, and the author tells how, at the risk of his life, he experi-
mented until he has discovered a serum which is a preventive as well as a cure.
"My FAMOUS Cases," by Harry S. Loan, the famous detective of the firm of
Loan, Levi, and Ducat, tells how he helped stop the trouble in the case of K. Detts vs.
Form A. Shuns, in which the latter was pretty badly cut.
"Some Kids That I Have Known," by Joe Mike Cameins, the famous ex-
Rough Rider and soldier, is a little book full of real life. There are some very pathetic
little tales, or explanations as he calls them. A book well worth reading.
"Why I Have Never Married," by that famous author, H. Oboe Huseton.
The author tells at some length how the fickle sex like hair—on the other fellow, especially.
*These books are on sale at the store of Swine, Dogg, Ett & Co.
"The Effect of Peroxide on Human Hair," by P. Sea Birsh, tells of this
well-known scientist's experiments on his, and monkey's hair, to see if peroxide really was
injurious. His work is well set forth, with illustrations.
"A Survey of the World's Almanac," by J. Joe Moroson. deals with that
magnificent publication, which tells one anything he wants to know from "How to Find a
Needle in a Haystack" to "When a Pup Becomes a Dog." The subject is well dealt
with.
"How to Erase a Blackboard" and "Some Rare Days in June," by
Senator Dan Yels, are both scientific expositions on hobbies of this long-haired legislator.
"My TRAINED FLIES," by B. Head Briam, tells how this wonderful animal
taught twenty flies how to stay on his head for two whole days without falling off.
"How I MAKE Hot AlR," by Dick E. Grakitte. Rather too technical in its
terms, but it convinces one that the author is an artist on hot-air, all right.
"Why Exercise is Harmful," by G. Shank Lynn, tells us that, in contra-
diction to all modern teachings, exercise is very harmful. The author describes with great
accuracy how to chop wood while sitting down. It is our opinion that he goes into too
great detail.
*These books are on sale at the store of Swine. Dogg. Ett & Co.
Ol)e Vacuity* iW6 £>ay
Event
Chopping wood (sitting down) ..Five hours on one-tenth cord
"G." SHANKLIN (Academic) only entrant.
Great Intercollegiate Grunting Contest Five times in one second
"G." Shanklin (Acad.), R. E. Lee (Mech.), "J." Morrison (Acad.).
Musical Contest (on the lyre)
"Doc" Calhoun (Aggies.), "Hutch" Hutchison (Aggies.).
College Long Spit (Brown's Mule used) Seventeen feet, five inches
"S. P." Gardiner (Aggies.), "S." Doggett (Text.), "Heine" Rivers (unat-
tached).*
Drawing Contest Fifty-five horselaughs in one hour
"Hutch." Hutchison (Aggies.), "Crip." Dargan (Elects.), Shields (Aggies.).
Corn-Growing Contest
"Foots" MASSEY—Five bushels on three acres of feet (Aggies.).
"SLIM Jim" RHOADES—Four and three-fourths bushels on 2.9 acres of feet (Elects.)
"Tuber" TURBEVILLE (unattached)—Nineteen bushels on six acres of feet.i
Hair-raising Feats Contest One hair mattressful
"O. C." Daniels (Acad.), "J." Hall (Aggies.), Edw. Hunter (Acad.).
Chalk-Throwing Contest
"S." Earle (Mech.), "H." Houston (Civils).
TOTAL SCORE
First Second Third
Team Places Places Places Complete
Aggies 4 2 1 27
Academics 3 2 17




*Rivers is professional and a cadet, and made record of 23 feet, lYl inches.
"rTurbeville same as Rivers, so his score couldn't count.
.A iDicUonar? of tl>e Common X3erms l£sed B?
College Mien, ati6 a few Others
A
Academy—A home for cads.
ADJUTANT—"His Master's Voice."
AGRICULTURE—Line of least resistance. Theory of "nvke-spying."
ALCOHOL—Favorite drink of swine; also coming for cadet use.
ALMANAC—An invention of Ananias.
ALPHABET—An educational Mellin's Food.
Army—Fitting School for Commandants.
Association— (See Christian.)
ATHLETICS—Branch of the curriculum much dsliked by the faculty.




BARRACKS—An enlarged rat hole. A military prison.
BASEBALL—Same as football with the fight left out. (See football).
BASKET-BALL—Football in negligee.
Bath—Hydraulic mining.
Bed—The turning point in a "rat's" career.
BEER—Anti-leanness. (See Budweiser). First cousin to booze.
Bell—The voice of one crying in the wilderness.
Blue—Color of the sunshine every Monday morning.
Boxes—Evidence that cadets have ancestors.
BOOZE—A hard drink, optimist staff of life. (See Peruna.)
BREAD—The crutches of living.
BRIDGE—Something that cannot be crossed before you get to it. Polite form of Poker.
(See Poker.)
B. V. D.—Undress uniform of cadets. Track uniform. Motto of Garment-makers'
Union: "Brevity" (distinctly so) ; "Vividness" (vividly so) ; "Distinction"
(as far as it goes).
BUGLE—A d d nuisance.
BULL— (Lat., laurus—solid gold, from aurus, gold; /, abbreviation for total.) [N. B.
—
This meaning is not now used, however, having been changed.] A by-product
of the leather factory. A kind of perpetual chewing-gum. Confidential oratory.
BULLS—Men of wonderful "Powers."
c
Calls—"Git up and gits."
Campus—A wilderness infested with rats, facultn, and inhabited by a few human beings.
CANDLES—Solidified midnight oil.
CAPTAINS—Martyrs to the cause of military.
CEREBRATE—To see economics making around you.
CHAPEL—Anything from a dance-hall to a cathedral.
CHEMISTRY—The Romance of the Elements.
CHURCH—Cadet Pullman car.
ClTS.—Masquerade costume of cadets (practically obsolete.)
CLASSES—Civilization of a "rat." Hardest known substance; cannot be cut even by a
diamond. Means of employment for the faculty to keep them out of devilment.
COLLAR—Running-mate of a cuff.
COMMANDANT—The man who impresses the fact that Sherman spoke the truth about
war.
Confinement—Cultivation of corn(s).
Cuffs—Abominations in the sight of cadets.
D
DAMN—Meaning unknown, but thought to be impolite form of "goodness me."
DANCE—Call to arms (obsolete.)
DINNER—Utilization of waste products to cultivate waist places.
Discipline— (See Military.)
Dog—Adopted member of many professors' families.
DONKEY— (N. B.—Faculty wouldn't allow us to print definition, as it was construed as
too personal.)
DOPES—Bodyguard to a sandwich.
DRUG STORE—A chemical laboratory, where, by some process, nickels are changed into
chocolate milk and "Chiclets."
E
EATABLES—Sometimes seen when boxes arrive on the campus (obselete).
ECONOMICS—A science which cannot be understood unless we see it making around us.
ELEVATORS—"The substance of things wished for, but as yet unattained."—Professor
Guttz.
EXAM.— (See Military.)
EXCHANGE—The hairs in a Brush.
EXTRAS—Amateur police duty.
F
FACTORYMEN—A bunch of toughs who hang around the Textile Building.
FACULTY—A class of people completely predestined to the lower regions. (See song,
"And the Faculty Won't Be There.")
FEMALE—A man's "Hell on Earth," in a very pleasant form.
FlELD—A bare place on the campus, where everything takes place. (See Chapel.)
FLIES—Food for baseball outfielders. Ingredient of pudding.
Flunked—United States for "59."
FOOTBALL—A free-for-all fight according to rules.
GlRLS—A splendid example of the possibilities in ribs as a material for making statuary.
(Also known as "Skirts," "Beans," "Flossies," "Janes," and "female critturs.")
GEOLOGY—A science that tries to teach that the Pacific Ocean once dashed upon the
rocks at Walhalla, S. C.
GoAT—An animal of wandering propensities.
Grace—The Worcester Sauce on fly-pudding.
GREEN—Freshman class-colors.
GUNS—Extra walker's pals.






ARMS ( ? ) ; CoMPANY(?). (N. B.—This is a
military term, and is used to illustrate the reason English is such a hard language
to the foreigner.)
Hash—Breakfast, dinner, and supper all at once.
HEAT—A minus quantity in radiators.
HEAVEN—A place too high for the "little book."
Hell—Underground hothouse. Synonym for War (also see M'litary.)
HISTORY—The study of Humanity humorously.
Hope—The private's staff of life.
Hosiery— (See Sox.)
HOSPITAL—A resort for the unfortunate.
I
Ice—Hard water. Friend of cold storage eggs.
INNING—Ups and downs of the Great American Game (N. B.—Poker is not referred
to here.)
INSTITUTE—Place to train pigs for the circus. (From Lat., sli or s/p—pig-pen; tule—
to tutor or teach, and in
—
in; or we have a home or sty in wh'ch pigs are taught.)
Jackass— (See Donkey.)
Joke—Part of Noah's "First Oration to the Animals on Ararat," still quoted by mem-
bers of the faculty.
K
Kale—A plant which is hard to raise under any conditions.
L
LAMINITIS—Ingrowing toenail on a horse.
Label—A paper stating to us that stewed horse is chicken.
LAUNDRY—England's most famous "wash-hole."
Laugh—Expression of welcome to a new joke.
LEMON—A return ticket from "Buttinskiville."
LENGTH—The measure of the excellence of a sermon.
LlE





LOBLOLLY—A polite name applied to soup containing a dead mouse and several flies.
Love—Sure cure for over-eating.
M
MANICURE—One who never tires of holding hands.
Mark—Amount of bluff a fellow can run.
Math.—The high hurdles on all courses.
Mess-Hall—Clemson's Hall of Fame. (N. B.—This hall contains some of the oldest,
strongest, and most indestructible relics in ex'stence.)
MILITARY—Synonym for Hell.
Molecule—Solidified nothing.
MONEY—The height of the unattainable.
MUSIC—The object of the band. (N. B.—This object is as yet unattainable.)
N
Newspaper—Letter from home.
O. D.—Abbreviation of "old dog," "old hog" "Oh, the devil," "Oh, dear," etc.
Off—When one is not on.
O. G.—Abbreviation of "Oh, go t' ell," and "Oil gone."
On—Being wise to a thing. When one is not off.
One—Ten, with the right-hand figure removed.
OPAQUE—Frequently used to express "d d fool" in a polite way.
P
PALEONTOLOGY—Study of why we don't look like our ancestors, who were alligators.
Pass—Deadbeating the railroads. Where many are called, but few are chosen.
PHYSICS—The study of that which is not.
Po.NY—Beast of burden of the Freshmen.
POKER—A mixture of the following composition: bluff, two wagonloads; "bull" one
teaspoonful; nine-tenths luck; and seven barrowloads of nerve; also, 93 2/3 per
cent, chips. A common weapon in family strife.
PRESIDENT—An artist who paints what ain't.
PRIVILEGES—What is taken from everybody; is promised back to the Seniors, and
which the Senior privates enjoy in spite of all. (Question—How old is Ann?)
PROFESSORS—Human geese, noted for the large number of eggs they lay.
PUBLICATIONS—The great evener between student and professor.
Punch—What one gets in a scrap. Similar in effect is the famous drink.
Punt-—Sign of a good "kicker."
Q
QUARREL—A cussing demonstration.
QUESTION—Method of torture used by the faculty.
R
Rat—An animal who hasn't any. better sense than to eat arsenic.
RECORD—The number of demerits one has got, and the times he has been shipped.
s
SANDWICHES—A nickel's worth of imagination between two slices of bread.
SlN—Mean'ng unknown to us.
SINGING—Exercise induleed in by mockingbirds and prima donnas, and attempted by the
Glee Club.
SlXTY—The Height of Ambition. Ten times six.
SKINNER—A much abused animal, which resembles a pony. Popular name in the
Brown family.
SLEEP—The only thing worth while. Forbidden fruit to cadets.
STRAIGHT—A narrow neck connecting two large bodies oi \%i.u
Surgeon—An easy mark.
T
Taps—Automatic means of putting cadets to bed.
Ten—A bull's-eye, when one "shoots" them. Also a favorite number on the confinement
lists.
TEST-TUBES—Dickey's, Lip's (Dickey's Lips.)
Theater—See Chapel.
Thermometer—Aide-de-camp to doctors.
Track—A favorite sport in the Bowery District.
TRESTLE—Same as the apple-tree in the Garden of Eden.
TUMMY-TUM—Really, I er-aw—we wouldn't like to say.
u
U—Shorthand for "you."




WHEN—Twin brother of "why."
WHERE—The third of the triplets.
Why—What everybody wants to know.
X
X.TRAS—See Extras.
Xenia—Why a zebra is striped.
X—Way some members of the faculty sign their names.
Y
YELLOW—National color of the cur dog.
z
ZERO—Often the only writing some professsors can do.
Ofye JFiacultj in Citeraturc
/•^^fc"*' WO tramps stood near the road, under a tall feirc/7, whose leaves were turning
A ^\ red from the cold blasts of Autumn, watching the comings and goings of the
^^^^ stylish rigs of the rich townsmen.
"It's a crip, or me nyme's not Henglish Dan, that we hought to make han 'aul
'ere. 'Ow abart hit, Jeff?"
"Br—dam—let's go earlee in the mornin', an' git dere jo'ols as they sleep in dere
homes."
"When is hit to be, Jeff?"
"Tomorrer, son, about two a. m. Be prepared."
"Hill be dere, sartin, pal."
As the two walked off in deep consultation, they didn't see the buggy dashing
upon them. Before they could escape, they were knocked down, and run over. In the
buggy were a man and a boy. The little fellow cried out, "Daddy, daddy, you've run
over two men."
"It doesn't matter, they are only two swine of hoboes," returned his father; "but
we'll go back, and see if they're hurt."
As they drove back into the crowd, the tramp called English Dan, yelled,
"There's the darg gon Waggoner," (here I guess I'd better put what he said in brack-
els)" . 'E's run over me foots wi' 'is blarsted buggy, han'
Hi believe Hi'm bound for ther palace er ther King."
"Hold yer lip, Dan—dere's a cop over dere, an' 'e might git a clue on us,"
whispered Jeff, who was near his "pal." Just then the owner of the buggy broke through
the ring of onlookers, "Did I hulch-er, son?" he asked of Dan.
"Hi'm in misery. Hi don't know 'ore 'ard yer' 'it me with yer buggy, but Hi'm
bald-headed if Hi'm not ready fer ther 'Eavenly 'All of ther Queen. Hall I've got to
sye his, some tyke's gotter pay ther 'arper fer dis dancin'."
"Well, sir, well, sir; that's enough of your lip. Cease that noise at once. I
don't think I'm to blame for this, but just to shield myself, I'll help you." Turning, he
called out, "Joe, Joe; where are you? Does anybody see my little Joe out there?"
"Here I am, daddy," said the boy.
"Didn't 5am, our gardener, say he needed some help? Or," turning to the
two "hoboes," "would you prefer a hundred dollars each, and call it square?"
"Hi've a weakness for the heagles myself. 'Ow abart you, Jeff?"
"Me too, D. Hennery," returned Jeff with a grin.
"Doggit, then here's your money. By the powers, I believe you've skinned me,"
said the owner of the buggy, as he drove away.
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Hood, R. S „ President
ERWIN, J. W Vice-President
DouTHIT, J. B ....Secretary and Treasurer
ytle.mbe.rs
Barron, B. P. Grant, H. L. Morgan, G. R.
Boyd, A. R. Jackson, B. M. Nigles, F. E.
Cox, R. E. Jervey, F. J. Parker, H. L.
Dantzler, M. A. Johnson, F. S. Perry, W. L.
DesChamps, C. E. Lewis, A. P. Rice, \V. H.
Edwins, A. L. McClure, J. W. Stanford, A. G.
Gandy, A. P. McIntosh, J. M. Stender, H. R.
Thornhill, T. W. Woodward, J. T.
Sophomore J)ancing (Hub
T. M. Jones President
W. B. Atkinson Vice-President
W. B. Harvey Secretary and Treasurer
Adams, H. M. Cork, W. N. Miles, F. A.
Arthur, W. D. Darby, J. T. Miley, J.
Barnes, F. S. Dwight, P. M. Muldrow, H. W.
Bell, St. J. E. Foxworth, G. D Patterson, J. A.
Berly, G. E. Gee, C. F. Randle, E. L.
Blackwell, F. Y. Glover, J. E. Rowell, R. C.
Bowman, W. M. Hamilton, B. L. Scoville, W. N.
Bunker, F. L. Jenkins, W. L. Smith, G. W.
Campsen, G. E. Johnson, R. B. Taylor, W. A.
Caughman, K. G. LeGrande, L. Thrower, J. R.
Causey, R. G. McKeown, H. S. Trotter, A. M.
Weston, C. T. Williams, L. E,
"Ol)e Wutnms Wi6ow" Club
COLORS: Rouge-red and powder-white
FLOWER: Lady's Slipper.
SONG: "When I Get You Alone Tonight"
MoTTO : "A little widow is a dangerous thing."
OBJECT: To win the widow
CAST OF CHARACTERS
On Stage °ff 5 <a?e
Professor BunyaN, who takes money from wealthy parents "5tude Stoudemire




t w r ( College girls ) ••r int " Pfvnf ,
JOSIE McFADDEN ) I rvl-Nl rt.N.MiLL
Heine Schmitz. off noodle about "The Widow" _ ... "Mutt" Wood
Dennis McFadden. the Dutchman's rival "Wreck." Gilmore
The Mystery, who explains himself R*t Robison
Eddie McFadden )
c , leoe Bo , s j
"
RoY ", RoBISON
Freddie Schmitz i ' Tut Fant
FlFI FONTAINS. a French lady - - "J0E " Todd
The Croupier, who takes the money "Mouse" Wood
The Frenchman, who wants to kiss everybody - Rastus Evans
The QUEEN of MODELS "Doc" Lachicotte
LILLIAN LLOYD. "The Winning Widow" "Jimmie" Seal
Abbeville Count? Club
W. B. BRITT President
J. A. MAGILL. _ Vice-President
G. M. Anderson,... Secretary and Treasurer
Boyd, A. R. Ellis, A. Magill, W. K.
Carwile, A. B. Franklin, J. McMillan, W. L.
Carwile, A. R. Gilliam, J. W. Reed, A. M.
Cheatham, R. G. Hanvey, E. Sharp, W. B.
Cox, J. M. Kennedy, J. L. Seawright, C. A.
Crowther, J. H. Leslie, W. E. Todd, J. R.
Wardlaw, F. H.
IKoitorar? Miembers






H. G. Boyleston... President
C. P. Youmans .Vice-President












T. C. Gentry President
J. R. SPROTT.. Vice-President





























W. L. Perry President
R. F. JENKINS Vice-President









W. G. McLeod President
A. P. GANDY Vice-President
C. L. VAUGHAN Secretary-Treasurer
Byrd, D. M. Kirven, C. L.
Byrd, E. M. Kirven, N. W.
Carter, L. Lunney, G. W.
Dargan, J. E. McCall, P. L.
Dixon, A. M. McInnis, P. W.
Funk, L. W. Powe, R. W.
Gandy, Y. M. Seagers, E. H.
Jeffords, R. L. Vaughan, W. E.
Jeffords, T. E. Weaver, E.
Williamson, R. E.
£6gefiel6 Count? (Hub
G. H. PEARCE President
J. W. McDonald ...Vice-President











Parks, A. D .President
Reeves, W. A Vice-President











Prof. W. S. Morrison
Ol)£ 5ttoonsl)iR£rs
RHETT MARTIN (Funny Gus) - Gang Leader
HARRY GRANT (The Kid) ._. Assistant Gang Leader
j!M Lyle (Jolly Pete).. - Guard
David John (Slats) —
-
Gauger
Miller Drakeford (Duck)... ...Seller
Color: Jet-Black
PLACE OF MEETING: The Lonesome Cave
Time of Meeting: After Dark
Purpose of Meeting: ? ? ? ? ?
MoTTO: "Heads, I win; tails, you lose"
Favorite Dish : Bone Soup
Florence (Tountv Club
S. K. Brown President
A. H. WARD Vice-President
C. \V. \\ ARD Secretary and Treasurer
Members
Anderson, J. B. Moore, J. F.
Hill. G. L. Moore, J. H.
Hvman. W. H. Pettigrew. W. F.
Johnston, F. S. Smith. M. A.
McBride, J. N. Vincent. C. A.
Heaven s best gift to man is ours—
Cod bless our rosy girls;
Like sylvan flowers they sweetly shine,
Their hearts as pure as pearls.
(Breenville (Tit? (Tlub
S. W. RABB - - - ----- President















Ol)£ Ufouse of Cancastar
C. J. KING - Sovere-gn
L. R. Blackmon Duke
C. G. BENNETT Chancellor of the Exchequer
Hintgbts of tfye 3\e.d 3\ose
O. R. Bell J. L. Cook H. E. Sowell
J. F. Blackmon W. H. Hendrix S. Williams
"Ye stars, which though unseen, yet with me gaze upon this loveliest fragment
of the earth."
Obe Cpicureans
J. L. SEAI Chief Glutton
"Miss" Harrison Chief Bottle-Washer
R. F. Martin Chief Cook
MOTTO: "Let's eat, fellows."
OBJECT: To attend all meal formations.
Favorite Saying: Drive the eats.
TIME OF MEETING: Meal time, whenever it is.
G. M. Anderson A. H. Lachicotte
W. L. Bowman P. B. Ligon
P. C. CrAyton R. F. Martin
T. F. Davis R. Robison
L. P. Green C. J. Shannon
S. E. Harrison J. L. Seal
W. B. Townsend
Caurens Count? Club
B, F. Yeargin President
J. C. BARKSDALE Vice-President
C. C. Thornton Secretary and Treasurer
Armstrong, F. E. Nabors. R. C.
Barnett, D. E. Poole, R. F.
Cox, M. E. Stokes, C. E.
Freeman, T. Thornton, R. P.
Harris, T. G. Thornton, S. F.
Leonard, R. R. Washington, P. M.
Young, E. C.
IHonorar? 3ttembers
Mrs. Middleton Professor Daniels
Xexington (TourI? (Hub
G. E. Frick.... President
B. R. LEVER.. Vice-President



























'The true heart and the ready hand,
The spirit stubborn to be free,
The treisted bore, the smiting hand,


















Prof. W. W. Klugh
Prof. R. E. Lee












MOTTO : "Stand four square to all the winds that blow."
Password: "Be square."
MEETING PLACE: "Straight down the crooked lane, and all around the square.
Drink: "T."
COLORS: "Higgins' Eternal Blac^."
Mlarlboro (TourIy (Hub
J. E. Fletcher President
L. A. PAGE... Vice-Presideni
J. F. LlLES Secretary and Treasurer
Heiss, G. Townsend, H. L.
Jackson, J. W. Townsend, W. B.
John, D. M. Usher, A. B.





J. N. Todd..... President
J. G. TODD Vice-President
E. O. McMAHON Secretary and Treasurer
Barker, H. D. Martin, P. A.
Barnett, P. G. McMahon, W. E.
Hamilton, B. L. Phinney, G. L.
Harris, G. L. Stribling, J. W.
Harrison, B. W. Stribling, S. C.
Hunt, W. G. Tribble, R. M.
Lowry, T. M. Verner, L. \V.
jpickens Count? (Tlub
J. K. Boggs President
H. C. LEWIS .Vice-President

























King Ferguson Wilker?on Hood
GLEE CLUB QUARTET
<bhd Club
J. F. King, '13








T. E. Dukes, '16
R. S. Hood, '14
W. T. Kyzer, '13
H. B. Seybt, '16
Pianists:
F. "M. Culvern, ' 1 5
C. W. Webb, '16
Baritones:
W. E. Bowers, '13
J. F. King, '13
F. C. LeGette, '15
L. LeGrande, ' 1 5
Second Basses:
T. E. Boone, '16
H. G. Boyleston, '1 3
E. H. Pressley, '14
W. B. Wilkerson, '14
Mandolins:
J. F. King, '13
L. LeGrande, '15
Guitars:











B. P. Barron _ _ President
G. H. BROWNE.. Vice-President
J. R. LOGAN Secretary: and Treasurer
Barnes, F. S. Jenkins, W.
Cork, W. N. Moore, T. P.
Drakeford, J. M. Walker, C. L.
Glenn, L. L. White, P. D.
Glenn, R. H. Williams, K. T.
$?e Sons of Sparta
D. L. CANNON Lycurgus, The Lawmaker
H. J. BoMAR Epaminondas, The General

























J. H. S. Wells
"Horv stveet and beautiful it is
To die for one's country'










Burnett, D. P. Johnson, A. T.
Coleman, P. G. Webb, G. R.
Crawford, F. P. Webb, J. S.
Wise, J. R.
Jfouse of Mlirtl)
J. H. KANGETER ("Johnny") President
L. R. BLACKMON ("Grub") Vice-President
M. S. LaWTON ("Mack") Treasurer
MOTTO : Per nos durante placita
Hfousel)ol6
W. D. Arthur "Doc"
B. P. Barron. "Bo-Peep"
M. Coles.... "Pony"
R. S. Hood.. "Dick"
T. M. Jones "Toad"
J. W. McLure "Bill"
W. H. Rice .."Chicken"
A. G. Stanford "Eggie"
Ufouse of Pork
M. S. Barnette Duke
J. B. Kendrick Baion











J. F. Pearson President
F. H. LATHROP Vice-President



















W. C. GlLMORE President
J. G. OETZEL Vice-President
E. R. GlLMORE Secretary and Treasurer
COLORS: Blue and Orange
MOTTO : In Union there is strength
Newspaper: Union Times
Arthur, E. J. Going, H. R. Johnson, R. H.
Arthur, W. D. Jeter, J. P. Littlejohn, C. E.
Baldwin, H. J. Jeter, W. R. McLure, J. W.
Charles, J. H. Jeter, W. T. Smith, W. S.
Faucette, B. G. Johnson, M. T. Vaughn, G. T.
"3fortorar? ^ttembcr
Prof. F. H. Jeter
Mewberr? Count? (Tlub
W. W. Herbert President
B. M. JONES.... ..Vice-President
J. A. Berley Secretary and Treasurer
Berley, G. E. Shealy, A. L.
Boozer, H. S. Smith, I. M.
Folk, C. E. Wallace, D. R.
Keith, W. C. Wright, R. D.
Long, S. C. Wright, R. F.
Senn, P. H. Wright, W. F.
Ifonorar? Members
Prof. J. E. Hunter Prof. B. H. Johnstone Prof. T. W. Keitt
Cee (TountY Club
J. W, PERRIN _ President
H. A. HERIOT — ..Vice-President








Agnew, E. H ...Canon, Ga.
Allison, H Brevard, N. C.
Bailie, R. C Augusta, Ga.
CULVERN, T. H ...Asheville, N. C.
Fain, P Murphy, N. C.
FraZIER, A. D Atlanta, Ga.
SWINEHART, D. E
GRANT, H. L Wilmington, N. C.
KING, J. F Jacksonville, Fla.
Provost, E. T York, Nek
RHODE, H. D.._ Augusta, Ga.
Tate, T. D Union Mills, N. C.
Taylor, W. A Dadeville, Ala.
Las Cascadas, Panama
3*fonorar? ^ttem bers











































M. A. Smith King
C. L. Vaughn Prince
E. H. PATE Chief Hazer
E. L. HUBSTER 1 Art„ T _ > Assistant Hazers
P. J. Creecy J
J. PEEPLES - ...Scribe
W. M. BOMAR Head Chicken-Thief
"
' _^ > .Assistant Chicken-Thieves
N. E. BOYLESTON J
F W. Chatham 1 T , n„ ~ „ > - Horsej' Kats
D. T. Duncan J
A. ChhCKEN Mascot
Roughnecks All the rest (J. E. Boone, M. L. Carter, J. M. Cox)
MoTTO: More hazing and better hazing
POLICY: Track-meet every night, and Saturdays





















September 10, 191 2—Barracks opened at two p. m.
September 1 1, 1912—Real work begins. "Alex." wears his uniform.
September 12, 1912
—
"Jimmy" gives his first yell in the mess-hall.
September 13, 1912—Dedicated to the "rats."
September 14, 1912—College Night; "rats" won't open up.
September 15, 191 2
—
"Well, sir ; well, sir ; you study economics to no purpose," etc. (See
calendar for 1893, *94, '95, to 1912, inclusive.)
September 16, 1912—Football practice begins; Coach Dobson comes in.
September 17, 1912
—
"Peter" Myers wants a captain. (See December 10, 1912.)
September 18, 1912—Say, reckon that bunch can beat Tech?
September 19, 1912
—
"Pat" Murphy comes as Assistant Coach. He looks like a good
one. Turbeville says Marlborough raises some cotton.
September 20, 1912—Ain't "Sam" ?
September 21, 1912—Professor Hall says that forests are composed of trees and bushes.




Every bag of our goods carries with
it the benefits of thirty-five years'
service in the trade.
The famous Patapsco, Mastodon, and
other goods of established reputation.
It is no experiment to use them.
Factories
:
AUGUSTA, GA. PON PON, S. G.
G. F. Tolley & Son
Anderson, S. C.
The Cheapest Furniture
House in South Carolina




Makers of all kinds of
Photographs





1910, 1911, 1912, 1913
(Talcr^ar
(Continued from page 302)
September 22, 1912
—
"Jet!" Hall get? a letter addressed to the "Mess Hall."
September 23. 1912—Coles sleeps in class.
September 24, 1912—Turbeville same.
September 23. 1912—Smarr says that wheat is one of the "creal" crops.
September 26, 1912—Senior privileges start. Creams taste better dunng study hours
Bouson gets himself a man.
September 27, 1912—The colonel's little book born, about 7.00 a. m.




"Well, sir: well, sir: I hope she is not of those pleasure-lov ng
soc:ety butterflies, perfumed oh! so sweetly.
September 30, Senior privates walk post.
(Continued on page 303)
L. C. MARTIN
THE CLEMSON DRUGGIST
Leading Dealer in Pennants. College Pins. Postcards.
Stationery. Art Posters, etc.
Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention
Picture Framing a Specialty
Calendar
(Continued from page 304)
October 1,191 2—The first day of October. How wonderful.
October 2, 1912
—
"Wanted, a b(h)as for the glee club."—J. L. Seal.
October 3, 1912—One-year agriculture men come. "P." Company formed; "Shine"
Hagood captain. "Jo-jo" forgets to say the classic given under September 15.
October 4, 1912—What d :d Professor Doggett do with his dye-laboratory alcohol?
October 5, 1912—Clemson, 59; Howard, 0.
October 6, 1912
—
"Crip" says that Dr. Steinmetz is the best yet.
October 7, 1912
—
"Crip" says Dr. Lammie is almost as good, though.
October 8, 1912—That moth-eaten joke about "seal-skin aspirations and rabbit-sk'n
salary" is heard twice in the same hour. Who told it?
October 9, 1912—Rooting section formed.
October 10, 1912—S. P. R. R. incorporated. What is it? Why Southern Pacific
Railroad, of course.
(Continued on page 306)
AfciYiovivs ;•:»: ivn i, r/;:c ;i.s
Derive their Ammonia from four different sources—They
furnish a steady supply from the sprouting of the seed to
the gathering of the harvest. That's why they





(Continued from page 305)
October 1 1, 1912—"I will read next Sunday's Sunday school lesson."
October 13, 1912—Clemson, 26; Riverside, 0. First Senior dance "pulled off."
October 14, 1912—"State" says were "goin' ter ther Fair." Agricultural Society
formed.
October 15, 1912—Dr. Feeley tells how high things are in Chicago. Dr. Simpson says
it's not so.
October 16, 191 2—D—n that little book.
October 17, 191 2—News is scarce these days.
October 18, 1912—Same as above.
October 19, 1912—Clemson, 6; Auburn, 26.
October 20, 1912
—"Who made that noise? Leave the room immediately."
October 21, 1912—Drill morning, noon, snd night; but we're going to the Fair.
October 22, 1912—Professor Shields has a very enjoyable hour of argument. "P."
Company is dissolved; "Shine" is reduced again.
October 23, 1912—Five more days till the Fair.
October 24, 1912-—Mellette takes sleeping sickness, from which he never recovers.
October 25, 1912
—
"Well, sir; well, sir; is that a fair test of your mental ability?"
October 26, 1912—Clemson, 53; Citadel, 14.
Ociober 27, 1912—Making blanket rolls for the Fair.
October 28, 1912-—On the road to the Fair. "Rummy" learns to "turkey trot."
October 29, 1912
—
"King,' Klugh, Harris, Howard, "Doc." Simpson occupy fifth
row in the "peanut gallery."
October 30, 1912—Ditto.
October 31, 1912—Groans, groans, groans—Clemson, 7; Carolina, 22.
November 1, 1912
—
"Winning Widow." "Pewter" gets sung to.
November 2, 1912—Back to the woods. Sleep.
November 3, 1912—Why did so many fellows sleep in church today?




Manufacturers of High-Grade Uniform Cloth,
for Army, Navy, Police, and Railroad Pur-
poses, and the Largest Assortment and best
Quality of
CADET GRAYS
including those used at the United States
Military Academy at West Point, and other
Leading Military Schools of the Country





























(Continued from page 306)
Usual line "of how proud I am of your splendid conduct last
Well, Christmas will be here in about six weeks.
D. A. R. hold convent on on campus.
D'tto. Clemson, 6; Georgia, 26.
D. A. R. invite Senior Class to reception; guess well get some
Band goes up the spout. Clemson Scrubs, 6; Georgia Scrubs, 7.
Cabbage for dinner.
Getting on to Thanksgiving.
"Johnny" and "Mack" play with the lights.
The little book catches them.
They'll get out about Christmas.




Give the Best Field Results
and




THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
THE HEALTH AND MORALS OF THE
STUDENTS ARE THE FIRST CARE
The University has the following Departments of
study :
1—THE COLLEGE, with various courses of stud y
in Languages, History. Science, etc., leading to the
Degrees of A. B. and B. S. Five general scholarships,
worth from $100 to $150 each.
II-GRADUATE SCHOOL, with advanced
ciurses leading to the Degree of Master of Arts The
Graduaes of the colleges of South Carolina are
admitted to the University in all courses, except Law,
without charge 'or tuition.
Ill -SCHOOL OF COMMERCE AND
FINANCE, with the Degree of A. B Special two
years' course for men who expect to enter Business,
Journalism or Law.
IV-C1VIL ENGINEERING. Practical work
in Road Construction.
V -SCHOOL FOR TEACHERS, with the A.
B. Degree. Forty-four Teachers' Scholarships, each
worth $100 in cash and exemption from fees.
VI—LAW. Graduales of the Law School are
admitted to ti e State Bar without examination.
College fees for the year, $18. For those paying
tuition, $40 additional. Room, with light and service,
$8 a year. For Catalog, address
S. C. MITCHELL. President. Columbia, S. C.
(Lai&nbar
(Continued from page 308)
November 15, 1912—Sure, I meant arrest.
November 16, 1 9 1 2—Clemson, 21; Mercer, 13.
November 17, 1912—For sale, in Room "S," complete line of demoralized water-
buckets—See J. L. Seal.
November 18, 1912—It's getting too dark for reveille. Think we'll have to stop going.
November 19, 1912—The little book got us.
November 20, 1912—Eight days till Thanksgiving. Turkeys have already started to
leave the city.
November 21, 1912—Bananas for supper.
November 22, 1912
—




"Wake up, wake up. Get those hands down. Hir-r-r-r-ch!"
(Continued on page 310)
SYLVAN BROTHERS
Class Rings, Class Pins, Diamonds, Watches,
Sterling Silver, Cut Glass, A rt Goods
We have the Largest Stock, and give you always the very
Lowest Prices for the very Highest Quality of goods that
can be had in this country ; and want you to remember that
we do not handle anything that is not good, but give a
Guarantee with All We Sell
CORNER MAIN STREET AND HAMPTON AVENUE, COLUMBIA, S. C.
ilfililiiillllllllllllllillllliill'iilliililM
<Talen6ar
(Continued from page 309)
November 24, 1 9 1 2—I can smell that turkey now.
November 25, 1912—Believe he has cranberry sauce on him.
November 26, 1912
—
"Bob" Sweeney sings a solo in chapel.
November 27, 1912-
—
"Shorty" has got in some pig, oranges, nuts, etc.
November 28, 1912—Thanksgiving Day. Well, I guess we got a dinner on "Shorty."
Boxes) Yes, a few! Clemson, 0; Georgia Tech, 20.
November 29, 1912—Why were there so many fellows on the sick books today?
November 30, 1912—The membership campaign of the Y. M. C. A. starts.
December 1, 1912—If it doesn't rain, tomorrow will be December 2.
December 2, 1912
—"Rummy" gets a card from Georgetown to "Dear James."
December 3, 1912—Who kissed "Jimmy?"
December 4, 1912-—A few go to the Press Association meeting at Rock Hill.
December 5, 1912—They're still up there.
December 6, 1 9 1 2—Bowers wears sword to drill.
December 7, 1912—Just a week till exams.
December 8, 1912—Who was "Doc." on duty with?
December 9, 1912—Roy joins the Senior Privates.
December 10, 1912—He got it. (See September 15.)
December II, 191 2—The eleventh day of December.
December 12, 1912—Examinat ons begin.
December 1 3, 1912—Passed today. What's the joke on "Peter" Myers, and "Alex.?"
December 14, 1912—Had "Sam" and "Dickey" today. Flun-n-ked!
December 15, 1912—Shot him again.
December 16, 1912
—
"Jimmy" gets a letter from a Northwest direction. Seniors
reported for kicking football. Textile Seniors stand an infant exam. First man
out at 12.30.
December 17, 1912—Everybody's doin' it. Doin' what? Learning to scratch fo;
themselves.
December 18, 191 2—Nearly time to leave for home. And there'll be no faculty there.
No, I wasn't thinking of dying, and going to Heaven.
(Continued on page 312)
Attention, Fellows!
I have it—no matter what it is. I know what
you want, because I've been there myself.
If I haven't got—extremely doubtful,
though— 1*11 get it for you
MENU:
SPORTING GOODS
BATS BALLS GLOVES TENNIS BALLS
RACKETS (a la Spalding or Roach)
TENNIS SHOES BASEBALL SHOES
KODAKS FILMS
Anything you want ordered from Atlanta
MISCELLANEOUS
COMPLETE LINE OF CLOTHING, Swell Line
SHOES
POSTCARDS WRITING PAPER PILLOW COVERS PENNANTS
CIGARS TOBACCO CANDY
AGENCY FOR NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY





(Continued from page 310)
December 19, 1912—Well, we're nearly one-third Senior "alumnibusses."
December 20, 1912
—
"Goin' ter hit de pike in de morning'."
December 21, 1912—On the road. See you again about January 3.
January 3, 1913
—
"Hey, there; you back?" "No, you d d fool; I'm still on the
road."
January 4, 1913—Joe Barnwell wants to know if they make left-handed swords for
the left-handed officers in the army.
January 5, 1913—Are you sure it was your mouth, "Jimmy?"
January 6, 1913
—




"Very young 'rack', gentlemen; only about 10,000,000 years old."
January 8, 1 9 1 3—Had cabbage for dinner today. Class football practice begins.
(Continued on page 313)
IIIIIIIIIIIIII
Monogram Coffee
If you have bad Coffee, it's
your fault. An airtight can, packed











Absolutely Pure. Delicious Cup
Quality. Sealed Tins
I -lb. and 4-lb. NET WEIGHT CANS















(Continued from page 312)
-Laurie Hiers tells the truth.
-Dingle cracks a joke.
-D:ngle made joke editor of the 'Tiger." Watch for his "jingles."
-Roy Robison caught wearing corporal's shoulder-bars.
-Issue of 'Tiger" dedicated to the "Colonel." He bought ten
-Gee ! but those seats are hard up in chapel.
-"Butch" gets "lit."
-Same.
-Basket-ball tomorrow. First game of the season.
-Clemson, 69; Furman, 19.
-"Bird-dog" barks.
(Continued on page 314)
t«Ti^<;H^gram
What better proof would you want of the superior qualities of Cortright Metal Shingles than twenty-six years
of hard service?
Fine drifting snows and beating rains cannot penetrate—searching summer suns cannot ftaze these shingles,
because of their remarkable construction—the side lock and the overlap.
But besides this, CORTRIGHT SHINGLES are fireproof, never need repairs, last as long as the building,
and make the most ornamental roof. They're superior in eveiy way.
Let us prove this to you. Write us today for our free booklet. Just drop a postal to
OORTiUCYIlT iVWf/V, HOOFING COMPANY
50 North Twenty-third Street PHILADELPHIA. PA.
Calendar
(Continued from page 313)
January 20, 1913
—
"Sinkers" and bananas for dinner.
January 21, 1913
—
"Marl is tricalcium phosphate."
January 22, 1913
—
"Tut" scores on the Winthrop "Journal." Come on, "Tut";
don't drag 'em too much.
January 23, 1913—News scarce as hen's teeth. Basket-ball: Clemson, 29; New-
berry, 2 1
.
January 24, 1 9 1 3—Same as above. Class football : Juniors, 1 2 ; Freshmen, 1 2.




"Biddy" goes to Calhoun; Sloan same. Both come back.
January 27, 1913—Corn show opens. George Anderson washes two little corn club
boys' ears.
January 28, 1913—Dr. Daniel, at Columbia College, says, "D—n Clemson."
January 29, 1913—Say, who saw "Hokey Pokey?" Also, who got "Guttz' " hat?
January 30, 1 9 1 3—There's a little corn at the show.
January 31, 1913—Seniors tell "Jo-jo" farewell. Basket-ball: Clemson, 15;
Georgia, 75.
February 1, 1913—Good-bye, Corn Show. Basket-ball: Clemson, 10; Atlanta
Agricultural College, 60.
February 2, 1913—Oh, !
February 3, 1913
—
"Brix" defines glanders. (See Dictionary.)
February 4, 1913
—
"Flip" gets a "Loo." "Rummy" same. "Stude" same. S. P.
R. R. goes into the hands of a receiver.
February 5, 1913
—
"Somebody got me an' Boyleston's own, 'Fesser." Basket-uaii:
Clemson, 27; Charleston College, 21. Clemson, 29; Charleston Y. M. C. A., 13.
February 6, 191 3
—
"Jimmy" says it's very interesting to see the water crawl up Niagara
Falls from Lake Ontario to Lake Erie. Basket-ball, Clemson, 18; Carolina, 39.
February 7, 1913
—
"Doc." Lachicotte gets a chart showing what to do before the
doctor comes. Basket-ball: Clemson, 26; Georgia Tech., 22.
February 8, 1913—Basket-ball: Clemson, 11; Georgia Tech, 27. Class football:
Juniors, 1 3 ; Sophs, 7.




Ninety-four Teachers, Officers, and Assistants
Enrollment Over Eight Hundred Students












Two-Year Course in Textiles
One-Year Course in Agriculture
Four-Weeks' Winter Course for
Farmers
Four-Weeks' Winter Course in
Cotton Grading
COST—Approximate cost, for board, room, lights, heat, water, laundry,
uniforms, and all fees for the session, except tuition, $134. Tuition, $40
additional.
SCHOLARSHIPS— 167 four-year Agricultural and Textile scholarships.
Age requirements, sixteen years or over. Fifty-one one-year Agricultural
scholarships. Age requirements, eighteen years or over. Value of scholar-
ships, $100 per session and free tuition. Scholarship and entrance exami-
nations will be held July 11, at each County Courthouse in South Carolina.
For information, write at once to
W. M. RIGGS, President
Clemson College, S. C.
Clemson College expends over $100,000 annually for State work, such
as Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis, Veterinary and Entomological
Inspection, Tick and Cholera Eradication, Agricultural and Textile Scholar-














(Continued from page 314)
-Four months from tomorrow.
-News given out in chapel. Ask "Skeet" how a stream gets its load.
-Turbeville says if Columbus had stayed in England the United
have never been discovered.
-"Wa-a-ake ap ! Wa-a-a-ke ap! Get those hands down!"
—Dance tomorrow; see some ladies.
-Saint Valentine's Day.
-Basket-ball: Clemson, 72; Wofford, 23. Class football: Juniors,
; Juniors Champs.
-"There was swallowing done, my friends."
-Well, we all passed last month.
-"Gentlemen, Dr. Steinmetz has a bad cold."
(Continued on page 31 7)
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Clinkscales & Crother
What it takes to carry you, we've












A full line of the books reviewed on




(Continued from page 316)
February 19, 191 3—Same as September 1 3.
February 20, 1913—Had "green pups" for dinner today.
February 21, 191 3—Chicora Glee Club in chapel. Here's to old Chicora, etc.
February 22, 1913-—George's birthday ; holiday. Who saved Peter Brackett? Basket-
ball: Clemson, 21 ; Wofford, 22. Clemson, 38; Furman, 26.
February 23, 1913—Noting that there is nothing doing.
February 24, 1913—Basket-ball practise starts for the "rats."
February 25, 1913—Basket-ball season over.
February 26, 1913—No drill—rain.
February 27, 1913—Day before the twenty-eighth.
February 28, 1913—Bunch leaves for Washington, to see "Woody" Wilson do the
stunt.
February 29, 1913—Same as every Saturday. (P. S.—There ain't no twenty-ninth this
year.)
March 1, 1913—See yesterday.
Much 2, 1913—What happened last night in Washington?
March 3, 1913—Baseball practice starts in earnest for the "rats."
March 4, 191 3
—"Woody" Wilson does the stunt.
March 5, 1913—Nothing new in the way of news from the front.
March 6, 1913—Baseball practice starts for all classes.
March 7, 1913—Bunch back from Washington.
March &, I 9 1 3—Annual about ready for the press.
March 9, 1913—Three months from tomorrow.
March 10, 1913
—
"Fellows, you want to cut out the swearing."
March 1 1, 1913—Who scored on Professor Daniels in chapel?
March i2, 1913—Written review on Powers, Hall, Calhoun, Sam Earle, "Crip," and
"Swine."
March 13 1913—Same as yesterday, only more so.
March 14, 1913—Last day of classes in second term.
March 15, 1913—Second term exams, begin. Annual goes to press.
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This is the Offer That Has Astounded the Typewriter World ! A stupendous
and far reaching inducement to encourage the use of tvpewriters.
The Famous Model No. 3 Oliver. The machine with the type bars that strike
downward—that has made the "write-in-sight" principle mechanically practical.
It is so simple children learn to operate it in ten minutes—faster than the fastest
expert—possesses phenomenal strength and durability.
Fully equipped, just as perfect as though you paid cash: you get every' perfection, every
device, which ever went out with this model : you gel all the extras, metal case, baseboard, tools,
instiuction book, etc.: guaranteed flawless.
No Cash Until You See It ; until you try it in your home or office, then you make your decision :
no salesman to influence or hurry you : if you keep it. you pay only one month's rent down : it will
earn its own way thereafter.
Stop Paying in 13 Months; no interest: no chattel mortgage: no collectors: no publicity
:
no delay. Positively the best typewriter value ever given : the best selling plan ever devised.
If You Own a Typewriter Now. trade it in as part payment: we will be liberal with you. If
you are renting an old typewriter, you will want to send it back when you see this one.
Send your name and address on coupon, and we will tell you more about this unusual offer
more about this splendid typewriter: it won't cost you anything, and you will be under noobliga-
tion : we won't send a salesman. Tear out the coupon now
TYPEWRITERS DISTRIBUTING SYNDICATE
166 C-35 North Michigan Boulevard, Chicago
=COUPON=
TYPEWRITERS DISTRIBUTING SYNDICATE
166 (C-35) North Michigan Boulevard, Chicago










B. R. CATES, Manager
DESIGNERS, ENGRAVERS
PRINTERS. PUBLISHERS
L Charlotte, fi. C. J
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